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GGGood evening, my name is David Nicholls and I am the president of the Atheist Foundation of       

Australia which is hosting this wonderful event. Before we commence proceedings allow me to say a 
few words about the death of Christopher Hitchens. 

It was no secret that Christopher was gambling with time when accepting our invitation to join us 
this weekend. Very unfortunately, as you know, ‘Hitch’ lost this wager. 

Atheists, Freethinkers and the enemies of reason alike will remember the day Christopher Hitchens 
died, as being one where a gigantic intellect ceased mortal existence. 

Christopher Hitchens died with friends at his side at the MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston,  
Thursday 15 December. His death brings to a close a lifetime of lucid verbal and a prolific written war 
against the forces of darkness that have plagued humanity for all of history. 

His epic input will one day be the stuff of legend. 

Christopher was both the most well-known popular and unpopular champion for atheism the world 
has ever seen. His instant responses using clear and balanced argument brought joy to admirers. The 
same quickness of reply to convoluted ideas left many an opponent deflated and speechless. 

The life of Christopher Hitchens was inspirational to Freethinkers the world over. The inspiration will 
continue in his absence. Ideas do not die. 

We are all deeply saddened by the death of one our greatest exponents of rational thought.         
However, we can take some solace in the fact that Christopher’s inexpugnably powerful presence will 
share centre stage in our fondest thoughts over the next three days. 

April 13, 2012 would have been Hitch’s sixty-third birthday. 

Goodbye Christopher — We will miss you … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And now, to return to the event. 

Opening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening AddressOpening Address            
by David Nichollsby David Nichollsby David Nicholls   

President President President –––   Atheist Foundation of AustraliaAtheist Foundation of AustraliaAtheist Foundation of Australia   
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GGGreetings and Welcome to the 2012 Global Atheist Convention – ‘A Celebration of Reason’. It is with   

great pleasure that I warmly welcome all the overseas and local presenters and performers, the numerous  
volunteers and the ever-helpful, friendly and efficient Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre staff. 

The exuberant Kylie Sturgess, from The Token Skeptic, has once again graciously agreed to be our 
MC, in partnership with Lawrence Leung, writer and comedian extraordinaire. 

I would especially like to welcome the president of Atheist Alliance International, Tanya Smith. Tanya 
was a key coordinator on the previous convention committee. Atheist Alliance International is doing a  
fantastic and worthwhile job across the globe and is deserving of our support. 

I’m delighted to extend a sincere thanks to the Victorian Government and the City of Melbourne 
Council for financially recognising the importance of this occasion. 

The commercially confidential amount of that sponsorship is not relevant but what is pertinent is that 
for the first time in the history of the planet a secular state government and its capital city has treated 
a convention of Atheists no different than any other similar event. 

The Federal Government was not so forthcoming, but we are working on them. 

The Atheist Foundation of Australia has been operating since 1970 and before that as the Rationalist     
Society of South Australia. Members at that time considered a name change was needed to reflect a     
common feeling. That commonality was Atheism and thus was born the Atheist Foundation of Australia. 

The organisation was presided over by John Campbell for the first five years and then by Keith      
Cornish, with wife Brenda as Treasurer, an essential ingredient, for the next thirty. 

At this time Atheism was in a state of invisibility in the public arena. Keith, ever the optimist, pushed 
on regardless, writing hundreds of letters to newspapers making submissions to government inquires 
where religion interfered with the polity and forever attempted to bring Atheism into the consciousness 
of the population. 

Suddenly the internet arrived. Keith asked my partner Lee, as she used this strange new medium, the       
internet, if she would make a website for the AFA. Keith was from the old school and didn’t quite            
understand that there is a vast gap of knowledge between sending emails and making a website. 

Nevertheless, Lee took up the challenge and soon the AFA was online. From that initial stage the AFA 
now boasts running a number of first rate websites. 

Keith was well into his eighties when the Twin Towers atrocity indelibly changed views about the      
function of religion on the planet. At first Islam was under intense investigation but slowly and surely all 
faiths attracted the critical eye of a growing band of authors of note, many who are here this weekend. 

The media abruptly began reporting on matters ungodly as they would have it and, rather             
unexpectedly, a new era critically examining religion was ushered in. 

For the last five years of Keith’s life Lee and I took on an ever increasing role in directing the AFA. 
Eventually, age caught up with Keith and he resigned. I remember vividly the Committee room scene at 
that time. “Does anyone present wish to put forward their name for the position of president?” It was 
pin-dropping quiet. 

Knowing that the basic structure of the AFA was in remarkably good shape and having an intimate            
understanding of its workings I reluctantly said, “yes, I’ll have a go!” whilst kidding myself with the 
thought, “twelve months, tops!” Anyway, here we are eight years later. 

And where are we at this moment in time? We are celebrating reason, for as Bertrand Russell stated, 
“To save the world requires faith and courage: faith in reason, and courage to proclaim what reason 
shows to be true.” 

No holy book has promoted reason and no religion has even attempted to do so. In fact, revealed    
writings depend on the reader suspending reason in preference to believing statements on faith. 

We should not be against people suspending reason, after all, it is their life, but we must be totally       
opposed to suspended reason being forced into the minds of children as a way of thinking. Children 
grow into voting adults, some become politicians, making laws for everyone. 

Teaching young people how to think and not what to think is a prerequisite for a good and equitable          
civilisation. To avoid future divisive sectarian societal dysfunction, faith indoctrination supported by   
secular governments must cease. 

Reason has exponentially increased human understanding about medicine, food production,         
electronics, engineering, transport and population friendly political systems. 
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DavidDavidDavidDavid    

It is responsible for bringing us down from the trees and placing people on the moon, where the 
Earth has for the first time been viewed from a completely new perspective. 

Reason has allowed us to work out that the universe is ‘very big indeed’ with black holes comprised 
of millions of stars, with some stars billions of kilometres in diameter and trillions of planets orbiting 
others in a cosmos nearly beyond description. 

Reason has sent spacecraft from Earth to explore the far reaches of our solar system. It has enabled         
information about humans and other species to escape purposely into the cosmos in a never-ending journey.    

Reason has provided the tools to glimpse the smallest particles in huge atom-smashing colliders 
when brought together at nearly the speed of light. Most profoundly, reason has for a minute part of 
history, shown a few lucky generations how evolution has shaped everything we see about us. 

Reason has brought humanity out of the dark-ages of superstition into the light of authenticated 
knowledge, based in empirical peer reviewed evidence. 

The speakers and entertainers at the 2012 Global Atheist Convention are here to provide various         
perspectives about the ability of humans to use reason in problem solving, in improving the quality of 
life, in enhancing happiness and in being kinder to each other and the planet. 

And very importantly, they are here to help us focus on having a great time with like-minded people, 
at this record breaking convention. 

Many of you were here Friday night at the last Global Atheist Convention in 2010 and most would 
admit it was an amazing near-surreal time. Then we were one and a half thousand people, with   
numbers  growing to two and a half thousand on Sunday and now we are four thousand. 

One would assume that Governments and religious leaders would take note of this small              
inconvenience of a visibly growing opposition to theocratic interference in this country and the globe. 

One would assume that this overt display of godlessness would reverberate throughout Australia and 
send ripples of hope to the rest of the planet to places where Atheism is a repressed notion. 

The impact we are making here will be noticed because the sheer size of this occasion, the shared            
camaraderie of purpose, and the joy of harmony of thought, is adding to the cumulative goodness 
and cooperation that humanity is capable of, and which it is in so desperate a need. 

Allow me to take you back momentarily to the Atheist Foundation of Australia and how its modest 
initial stages have led to this magnificent event. 

From its inception with ever expanding incremental change, the AFA is now comprised of a large and        
proficient Committee of Management whose members are from many parts of Australia, a Public        
Relations Team with wide-ranging expertise, and the informative and vibrant AFA Forums overseen by 
our Administrator and Moderators. 

We have magazine editors, internet technicians, web designers, membership stewards, writers,        
debaters, proof-readers, Facebook managers, graphic artists and assistance from lawyers,             
accountants, volunteers, friends, helpers and supporters of all kinds. 

What is very important to us here tonight are the 2012 Global Atheist Convention Committee      
Members, whose dedication and commitment would be very hard to emulate. I genuinely thank them all. 

The combination of these groups and individuals of sixty or so people that I have just mentioned are 
the driving force of the AFA. They are its engine. They direct, control and manage the largest, most   
active and well know Atheist organisation in Australia. 

It is the amalgamation of their efforts that has produced a public expression of Atheism in such an            
outstanding manner. 

And behind all of this is the AFA’s ever growing membership. The allegiance of AFA members,          
ultimately, is responsible for the success story that is the Atheist Foundation of Australia. 

This weekend promises to excite deservedly expectant minds with numerous speakers and entertainers 
delivering a smorgasbord of ideas and concepts that will remain with us for a long time to come. 

The program is full of marvellous people who are at the forefront of reasoned thinking in too many 
fields to mention. 

The AFA knows that we will all savour with delight to the fullest-amount possible the next three days 
of the 2012 Global Atheist Convention – ‘A Celebration of Reason’. Thank you and enjoy!     
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A Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few WordsA Few Words            
By Lee HolmesBy Lee HolmesBy Lee Holmes   

 

And the committee said “Let there be another GAC.” So there was. And it was good. 

Actually it was more than good — it was AWESOME! Well, I’ve been told it was … it was all a bit of a 
blur for me.  

To be honest, it wasn’t just me who felt that way.  

Everyone of the GAC Committee knew it was going to be a big weekend. Even though most of us 
had been involved with the 2010 GAC, no one anticipated the utter exhaustion we would all           
experience in the weeks following.  

We were all physically and mentally drained after an intense 2-year preparation. Every Tuesday 
night at 8:30pm EST we meet via Skype for approximately three hours. Daylight savings is an         
absolute nightmare as we have members in Western Australia, Queensland, Victoria and South     
Australia. That is four different time zones throughout summer.  

But none of us would have missed this opportunity for the world. We have learnt so much about 
ourselves (yikes), each other (double yikes!) and what it takes to function as a team. Clichéd as it 
sounds, we are a family. And a typically dysfunctional one at that. We’ve yelled, screamed, huffed and 
puffed, mocked, admired, congratulated, been in awe, empathised, sympathised, assisted,             
encouraged, supported, cheered, laughed, stressed, cursed, complained … and more. Yet we came 
out of the experience as friends, admiring each of our talents knowing the effort it took to achieve the 
end result. 

I would especially like to acknowledge my admiration and sincere appreciation to the newbies on the 
team. Anna, Donna, Leigh and Mary … you did great. It is difficult to come into an already set up 
committee, but each of you excelled in your roles. We didn’t realise how incredibly tedious your duties 
would become. We really threw you into the deep end. Fortunately, your swimming talents were        
exceptional. Thank you, from all of us. 

Thanks are also sent to Tom Melchiorre, my co-editor and official story-teller for this issue. Tom 
came home with David and me (David Nicholls and I are life partners) to spend a few relaxing days at 
our place. The best-laid plans …  

For those of you who were not able to attend the Convention, a DVD set will be available in a few 
months. Details will be posted in future issues. 

Footage of the talks will also be available on our YouTube Channel at 

www.youtube.com/user/AtheistFoundation 

Thank you One and All for a Great, Awesome, Fantastic, Stupendous Event. 

MerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandiseMerchandise            
Official 2012 Global Atheist Convention 
T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Mugs, Glasses and   
other assorted goodies now available at  

Café Press. 
      www.cafepress.com/AussieAtheists 
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Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!Here’s How It Was!            
By Tom MelchiorreBy Tom MelchiorreBy Tom Melchiorre   
Editor Editor Editor ---   Secular WorldSecular WorldSecular World   

CoCoCo---Editor Editor Editor ---   The Australian AtheistThe Australian AtheistThe Australian Atheist   

   

Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012Thursday Morning, 12 April 2012            

It couldn’t have started on a better note, and was oh so appropriate: God was detained at         
Melbourne International Airport by the Australian Department of Immigration. 

Apparently, God — aka Mr Deity aka former Mormon Brian Dalton — had bought some food in a 
store somewhere between the first line of immigration entry, which he passed through, and the     
second line where you turn in your declaration card indicating if you’ve purchased any food. God    
didn’t indicate that on the form, but of more concern to Immigration were the DVDs God had in his 
checked baggage that he intended to sell at the convention, a business declaration also not declared. 
He was sent off to somewhere down the way ... 

I, being in front of him and to share a ride with him to the hotel, and having no problem passing 
through immigration having properly declaring my bottle of Jersey Devil wine for AFA President David 
Nicholls and Treasurer and Editor Lee Holmes, told the immigration officer that I was with God, I 
walked with God, and would like to wait for God. His response was to hold up my declaration card, 
ask sternly had he not approved me passage to the land Down Under, and ordered me through the 
exit, with the implication “or else.”  

So after that dire moment, I wasn’t with God, didn’t walk with God, and, quite honestly, God was on 
his own. 

I later learned that after being sent to a special room, and being questioned and thoroughly 
searched (was that the sound of a rubber glove being snapped on someone’s hand I heard?) God was 
let loose into the general Melbourne population 30 minutes or so later.  

As Mr Deity later pointed out to me when I bumped into him in the mall next to the hotel, “I did say 
in my season four opener that God is also an immigrant.” Just not one that reads the fine print. Then 
he hurried off to buy a belt, which he said he forgot to pack, to keep his pants up, and possibly with 
the thought of a rubber glove in ... mind. 

And then the real fun began! 
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If you could be any superhero, which one would it be? 
This was one of the questions posed to PZ Myers and Lawrence Krauss by interviewers at the           

Freethought Student Alliance Leadership conference, a four-hour affair held in the Exhibition Centre.    

  FSA began just a couple of years ago in conjunction 
with GAC 2010 and has taken off across Australia. It is 
a national network providing support for new and    
existing atheist, humanist, skeptic, and secular groups 
and societies. In just over 2 years 25 universities are 
now affiliated.  

   PZ and Krauss weren’t on the speakers list at this    
student-led event, which could’ve been billed as a   
convention of its own with the line-up that was      
scheduled. Even so, Richard Dawkins and Daniel     
Dennett also came over to offer their support to the 
students. In interviews being filmed for an FSA video, 
PZ, Krauss and Dawkins (Dennett had by then left) all 
stated that without the student groups, the young   
people, the atheist movement would have died out, a 
collection of white-haired old white men. As they each 
said in their own way, now the movement has a lot of 
young people, a lot of women, and the generations are 
mixing to produce an even more vibrant movement. 

  Milling around the excellent lunch buffet prior to the 
conference, PZ was telling the students that he       
recently was in Salt Lake City, Utah, the home base of 
Mormons, where he talked to a few hundred students 
on why scientists should be atheists, a presentation he 
had tweaked and planned for GAC 2012 (but which 
was tossed in lieu of “Destroy God”; more on that    
later). The students, who are  pretty much underground 
as they’re not allowed to form on campuses, came 
from schools near and far. Now, it’s fairly well known in 
the states surrounding Utah that one should “eat, drink 
and be merry for now you are entering Utah” as they 
roll up the streets in Utah at 5:00pm and the Mormon 
religion interferes with any sense of a good time, but 
PZ found a lot of entertaining areas, courtesy of the 
students. “If you want to know the best places to go, 
just ask the underground. And those are the atheists.” 

  Oh, and what superhero did the famous interviewees 
say they would be? PZ said he would be Aquaman. 
“He’s very underrated because he talks to fish. But that 
would be great, to talk to fish (‘and to cephalopods!’ 
chimed in the interviewer) — oh yes definitely to   
cephalopods. And to breathe under water. It would be 
fantastic.” 

Krauss couldn’t remember the character’s name, but it was the superhero version of Donald Duck. If 
you see the video he’ll say Mighty Mouse was his favourite because he couldn’t remember the name, 
but Duck Avenger is who he was referring to, and later when I pulled up the info on my smartphone 
and showed him, there was a bigger smile on his face. 

Dawkins? Well, Pete the interviewer felt sort of intimidated by Dawkins, not because Dawkins did     
anything to cause that but just because to many he can be intimidating because HE’S DAWKINS. So 
we don’t know what superhero Dawkins would be. His film mates made fun of him for not asking, and 
I did tell them that all the speakers really are approachable, even Dawkins, and I’m sure he wouldn’t 
have minded the question.  

AFA Vice President Michael Boyd           

speaks at the FSA Conference  
                                              Photo courtesy of FSA 
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Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening Friday Night Opening             

The official opening came promptly at 7:00pm. Beforehand, the entire first level of the 4,000 

square metres Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre was filled sill-to-sill with atheists milling. 
Registration opened early to the throngs waiting to get in and acquire their Convention passes. Many 
people wore atheist-themed T-shirts, and many of those were the 2010 “Rise of Atheism”. Everyone 
enjoyed a plethora of smorgasbords — which may seem like I’m being redundant — but food and 
drink were everywhere and everything you could think possible for any and all tastes. 

Readings Books was set up for the night, and actually opened early afternoon, and was packed with 
patrons buying atheist books before the show even started. Tables and tables that were set up earlier 
and stacked full of books soon had massive empty spaces as people were buying, buying, buying,     
loading as many books as they could hold, some picking one of each, standing in lines twenty-five 
deep that were constantly growing and shrinking as they moved up to pay at the two registers. 

While the four thousand plus and then some (and then even more) crowd had many a lot a large    
number of grey heads white heads bald heads, the crowd skewed toward the younger side, with        
students (university and high school) and twenty-somethings and thirty-somethings — my rough          
estimate being nearly seventy percent by my survey omnipotently from above, looking down upon my 
creations … er, fellow atheists from the upper level. It’s a good thing many of them were wearing 
skinny jeans so all the people could fit. 

Inside the enormous multi-tiered plenary, atheist quotes from the famous and the not-so-famous 
scrolled left-to-right on the “IMAX”-size screen as attendees came in, hearing the chimes typically 
used in theatres to signal intermission is nearing end. Very loud chimes, actually, which they had to 
be in order to be heard over the multitudes of conversations of the multitudes gathered — and all 
gathered to enter the all-open, full capacity Convention plenary. And then the 5,000-seat room went 
dark at 7:30pm exactly (these atheists are nothing if not punctual) and the gigantic screen filled   
completely with the face of a young inquisitive boy, with the theme of “We Never Stop Asking Why”, 
with the gigantic “Why?” referring to the need for atheism, and a fantastic succession of Darwin, Ingersoll 
and others and words and over-voicing … well, let’s just say everyone was extremely impressed, and the 
video will be well worth viewing by those who weren’t there, and again by those who were. 

David Nicholls, President of the Atheist Foundation of Australia, then took the stage with a great 
homage to Christopher Hitchens and then to start the 
convention itself. He noted that the state of Victoria 
and the City of Melbourne donated funds to support 
this convention of atheists, unlike in 2010, finally 
treating atheists equally. “The Federal Government 
was not so forthcoming, but we are working on them.” 
He noted over 4,000 people were attending, up from 
1,500, and 2,500 on Sunday, last GAC, and expanded 
on the meaning of the Convention’s tag line — A      
Celebration of Reason. His presentation can be read 
on page 3. 

Enter the MCs, introduced by Nicholls, blogger extraordinaire 
Kylie Sturgess and comedian Lawrence Leung. 

“Welcome everyone to the second coming of the 
Global Atheist Convention. Something even Jesus hasn’t 
done,” said Sturgess. In their back-and-forth style, 
Leung noted the Reason Rally in Washington, D.C. had 
a lot of people, but that “GAC 2012 is still the largest 
gathering of atheists inside and not getting rained on.” 

Then on came the comedy show, MCd by Mikey  
Robins, who, among his comments introducing the 
atheist comedians, said “this gathering of atheists was 
Cardinal Pell’s worst nightmare.” Among the pithy 
amusing funny remarks were rapid rabid Ben Elton’s 
“God should be afraid of Richard ‘Fucking’ Dawkins”; hell-on-wheelchair disability activist Stella 
Young’s “I’ve always been an atheist since I heard it was a ‘Stairway to Heaven’”; and funnily 
“controversial” Jim Jefferies’ “#%&*§¤@#<%$�!!!�?¶����@����	☯������!Ω*$$$QC#*&>©™β!” 

MCs Lawrence Leung and Kylie Sturgess 
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Mikey RobinsMikey RobinsMikey RobinsMikey RobinsMikey RobinsMikey RobinsMikey RobinsMikey Robins Ben EltonBen EltonBen EltonBen EltonBen EltonBen EltonBen EltonBen Elton 

Friday Friday Friday Friday Friday Friday Friday Friday NightNightNightNightNightNightNightNight                 

ComComComComComComComComedyedyedyedyedyedyedyedy  

Jim Je9eriesJim Je9eriesJim Je9eriesJim Je9eriesJim Je9eriesJim Je9eriesJim Je9eriesJim Je9eries Stella YoungStella YoungStella YoungStella YoungStella YoungStella YoungStella YoungStella Young 
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Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012Saturday Morning, 14 April 2012            

The day started promptly at 8:30am (if nothing 

else, these atheists are punctual) with philosopher, 
ethicist, animal-rights activist, and perennial fave 
Peter Singer presenting “Reason & Ethics”.         
Enthusiastic is a good way to start the serious 
speaking at any event, and Singer sang his song of  
sated ethics supported by reason throughout the 
(st)ages of humanity, and how we can carry on for 
the betterment of all people and the world while 
promoting our goals and aspirations, and bringing 
those who oppose us, if not into the fold at least 
willing to mind our flock as well as their own.  

Next up was Leslie Cannold, author, ethicist,    
columnist and researcher, speaking on “Separating 
Church & State: A Call to Action”, asked for a show 
of hands if they thought Australia had separation of 
church and state (which officially doesn’t have a 
legal separation of church and state), and then 
asked for a show of hands if the U.S. had a        
separation of church and state (which officially has 
a legal separation of church and state), and then 
went into how Australia actually has greater        
separation of church and state, although how in 
Australia it is being water downed via numerous 
laws and government financial support even beyond 
religious chaplains currently being allowed in state 
schools to proselytise and recruit children without 
mom’s and dad’s knowledge let alone permission. 
She then went into cases in both countries where 
creationists are trying to get Bible teaching — or 
more Bible teaching — into schools. 

On to Dan Barker, co-president of the U.S.     
Freedom From Religion Foundation, who spoke on 
“Life Driven Purpose”. An ex-evangelist, but still 
with that evangelising panache, Barker said there 
really is no purpose to life, as religions would have 
us believe, and as such we can make our own    
purpose in life. He emphasised this with, and I’m 
paraphrasing, a story of “a neighbour walks by the 
house with an old man on the porch. The old man 
says it’s okay now, he’s no longer angry. He has this 
basement full of knives and sharp objects and he 
sometimes sends people down there, but now he’s 
sent his son down there, so now everyone is safe. 
And you can be safe, too, if you come up on the 
porch with me. So what do you do, keep walking or 
go on the porch?” I think we can all agree: Keep on 
walking.  Keep on walking.  

On a related note, Barker spoke on The Clergy  
Project, which is allowing clergy who no longer    
believe, who have lost their faith, a way out of a 
locked-in “profession” and back into the secular 
world with new training and new life to go with their 
stepping into a brave new world. 

 

 

  From Top: Peter Singer, Leslie Cannold, Dan Barker  
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Panel discussion time. I must admit up front that I’m not a fan of most panel discussions. Panellists 
more often than not just want to one-up each other, and nothing is really accomplished. Seems this 
one, “Religion and Politics in Australia”, with Fiona Patten and Dick Gross (Atheists) and Colleen    
Hartland and Marion Maddox (Christians) was pretty much what I expected, with the atheist panellists 
bemoaning the involvement of religion in school and politics and what could be done, yet it was  
Christian Marion Maddox advocating for the greatest separation of religion and government, telling the 
atheists to man up (woman up) when it comes to demanding no religious involvement in state schools 
and public life, and to do more than just sit around. 

“How to Tell You’re an Atheist” was Daniel Dennett’s presentation, and, dare I say (dare, dare) one 
of his best presentations I’ve seen, and I’ve seen a lot. Dennett began by talking about Anton’s      
Syndrome, also called Blindness Denial, where someone suffers a brain injury and is blind but refuses 
to believe it and acts as if they are still sighted in spite of obvious problems. This was his intro to 
Atheist Denial, noting a study of clergy volunteers conducted by him and associates delineating what 
the clergy believe versus what their parishioners believe resulted in many of the clergy obviously  
atheists based on their answers. Anton Syndrome. Atheist Denial.  

Dennett then went into a skit based on southern U.S. comedian Jeff Foxworthy, the premiere      
redneck joke teller, and his routine “You Might be a Redneck if ...”. Dennett repeated a few — You 
might be a redneck if you’ve been married three times to people in the same family. You might be a 
redneck if your holiday dinner centrepiece is from the taxidermist — to very loud laughter throughout 
the plenary and directed attendees to Foxworthy’s website for considerably cruder redneck jokes 
(most of which, honestly, are true). 

This led to Dennett’s adaptive title and conclusions: You might be an atheist if you’re reflective enough to 
be curious about us. And, reversed: If you don’t believe in a specific doctrine, you might be an atheist. If 
you believe God is a concept, that such lifts your spirits and inspires you, then you are an atheist. 

Dennett also spoke on The Clergy Project, a logical extension of his study, saying he was told by the 
clergy volunteers in the study, all of whom thought they were just the tip of the iceberg, that if the 
clergy population knew they would be promised retraining to another profession then “there would be 
tens of thousands coming to you.” 

Which brings me to a rather interesting conclusion based on Dennett’s topic and a certain debate a 
few days before the convention on the program “Q&A”, with Richard Dawkins versus Archbishop of 
Sydney Cardinal George Pell. Debating the usual atheist versus religious topics, Catholic Cardinal Pell 
said many very interesting, anti-doctrine things during the debate, but here are three:  

1. Adam and Eve is a myth;  

2. It’s possible for an atheist, someone who doesn’t believe in God, to go to Heaven; and  

3. The wafer and wine at consecration does become the body and blood of Jesus Christ but it really 
does not actually become the body and blood of Jesus Christ. 

So: Three main doctrines of the Catholic Church. Three main doctrines Archbishop of Sydney      
Cardinal George Pell contradicts and/or states are the opposite of the teachings of his Church.    
Therefore, Archbishop of Sydney Cardinal George Pell is an atheist. Do you want the phone number 
for The Clergy Project, Mr Pell? 

Left to Right: Dick Gross, Colleen Hartland, Derek Guille, Marion Maddox, Fiona Patten 
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Dennett also dug into his repertoire to discuss deepities, something clergy employ constantly. The 
word “deepity” was coined by the teenage daughter of a colleague of Dennett’s, when the colleague 
was having dinner and said something “profound”, to which the daughter responded — in that teen 
way all parents of teens have come to appreciate (!) — “Ooh, Dad said a deepity.” A deepity is a fact 
stated as true and seems true, but only trivially on the surface, but dig a little deeper and you find it’s 
false. If it were fully true then it would be “earth shattering”. (See previous paragraph.) Dennett cites 
how priests in seminary are taught how to spin the Bible to say whatever they want it to say to suit 
their needs, creating deepities, and keep believers in the dark. Another example is the letter E from 
Catherine Deveny’s comedy routine performed at the Saturday Night Gala Dinner, which you’ll find on 
page 17. That one I would like to find true beyond just the surface, but, alas, it is not. 

Interesting is the first synonym for deepity that pops up on Urban Dictionary:  

Bullshit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Daniel Dennett 
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Saturday apparently was Philosophers’ Corner Day, as A.C. Grayling was up next with “What Next 

for Atheism”, no question mark. Grayling always intrigues me. Fascinates. Amuses. More so than  
Dennett or Singer, for some reason. Perhaps entrances is the word I’m looking for. He hooks me   
every time, including this one.  

To know where you’re going, Grayling began, you have 
to know where you’ve been. The current faces of religion 
and atheism resulted in both stepping up after the      
planes-as-bombs terrorist attacks of 11 September, when 
those of faith had to be even more faithful to protect their 
worldview, while those who didn’t go to church (religious 
or not) realised they had to step up on our side. He noted 
that we have three areas to focus on:  

1.  metaphysical, what about the spiritual;  

2.  secularism, just where religion should fit in politics  and 

     public debate; and  

3.  ethical, how we live and our communities. 

Grayling detailed the public turnaround of atheism and 
religion, at this point pretty much trading places, which 
has resulted in religion crying foul. As A.C. stated, when 
religions were in charge they burned us at the stake. Now 
we are coming to the forefront and offering good, challenging questions, and religion in the public/
private sphere is diminishing, any criticism is perceived as insulting and religions complain we are   
attacking them. Now that atheists are more “out” the religious are changing their tune and portraying 
themselves as victims to be pitied and sided with. 

Religion has an over-extended presence in the public sphere, but that reinforces the image that they 
still have the power they once had, Grayling said. But they are supported by taxes or tax breaks, or 
both, in many countries and they should be required to be supported by their own believers, and so 
then they will be in the proportion they really are. This, Grayling emphasises, is what we must get them 
to do. The future of atheism is that we must capitalise on our rising status (“The Rise of Atheism”, remember). 
We must challenge their public space, insist it be proportional to their constituency, and that ethics, 
for us, is our concern for the community of people, without invoking deities or superstitions. 

Amusing story: A.C. spoke on how when his daughter was seven she told him that she didn’t believe 
in gods and goddesses but did believe in the Tooth Fairy. To which he replied, “Well, that’s good,  
because there’s more empirical evidence for the Tooth Fairy.” 

And now for SOMETHING completely different: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… and that is NOTHING.  

Lawrence Krauss’ presentation on how the universe could indeed have started from … NOTHING. 
Not the Big Bang. Not God. Not a Mad Scientist’s experiment gone wrong. The astrophysicist used   
relatively simple math — okay, maybe it wasn’t so simple — to prove that when it’s all said and done 
the energy patterns of the universe equate to zero. Now, this is a relatively simple summation of his 
presentation, which was very energetic and humorous as Krauss bandied about the stage speaking 
from memory but adlibbing the entire time, noting he doesn’t like to read a prepared speech and    
prefers working off the cuff. 

Krauss originally gave this presentation at the 2009 Atheist Alliance International convention in         
Burbank, California. He has since refined the data and the presentation to make it readily              
understandable to most lay people, if they take the time to think it through. In the end (perhaps in a 
restaurant at the edge of the universe?), I have to agree with several of Krauss’ statements: 

A.C. Grayling 
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His math and physics equations prove what he states. 

String theory to explain the universe and all existence is nonsense. 

“When we look at the universe it is far more inspiring than any fairy tale.” 

That being said, I have two serious questions on Krauss’ theory that trouble me: Numbers are often 
manipulated to tell us what we want to believe is true, and, if only accidentally, is this the case here? 
And, if something can come from nothing, does that not give the religious the same basis for proof — 
scientific proof? — of God’s beginning, the same concept atheists  constantly mock? 

Scientific theories evolve, and Krauss has proposed a very interesting mathematical solution to     
existence, much the same way as there is mathematical symmetry in plant and animal life forms, in    
natural and human-made proportions and structures, and in the many branches of mathematics. 
Krauss has made his case, and a very good one, for something from nothing. 

Watch his presentation and decide for yourself, and if his presentation style is more of a hindrance 
than help in understanding, I recommend his book A Universe From Nothing, which is more linear in 
its presentation of the theory. As an editor, I do have a certain bias. 

Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who needs no introduction, spoke on “The Arab Protests of 2011: A Secular Spring or 
An Islamist Winter?” and how, unlike Hawaii where the weather is beautiful all year, the Arab Middle 
East is changing once again, and not for the better. Addressing the audience as “Fellow Unbelievers”, 
she first asked what the protestors and the outside world thought a Secular Spring would look like?  

Democracy. End to corruption. Freedom of speech. End of human rights violations. Freedom of 
press. Women’s rights. Economic growth and tourism. Peace with Israel. The end of Islamic terrorism. 

But this isn’t what’s happening. “We see Islamists now in power or soon to be in power,” she stated. 
“Syria and Bahrain, while doing atrocities, will probably go Islamic if those rulers are deposed.” 

So what does an Islamist Winter look like? 

“They promise to be inclusive but are repressing those who affront them. It will become the law of   
Allah. No freedom of press or freedom of expression.” 

But Hirsi Ali does see signs of hope:  

•  The actual voting process and the inclusion of secular Arabs, who, while maybe not atheists, 
know to be practical and keep religion out of government. 

•  The Iran protests, which were protesting against theocrats and saying no to sharia law after 
living under it for 30 years. 

•  Ex-Muslims who communicate and spread the word of freedom, rights, and democracy. 

For Islamic democracy to succeed, they need help from the secular liberals in the West, who need to 
develop a Secular Liberal dialog to compete with the Islamic agenda; who need to provide support for 
Secular Islamists in government and society; and to provide political, policy and government training. 

All is not lost, but the West needs to stop making excuses because it’s “the Muslim culture” Hirsi Ali 
would later say. 

Richard Dawkins: “Now Praise Intelligent Design (Daddy Don’t Go Down Quote Mine)”, gave a very 
inspiring speech, not one on biology, or on God (sort of), or on attacking religion. No, Dawkins simply 
but emphatically stated we need to take back hijacked words. Take back the phrase “Intelligent     
Design” for what it really means — intelligently designed! Take back “spirituality”: “When you look at 
the night sky you say it’s a spiritual experience, but it’s not religious. 

“Take back hijacked words the religious have distorted,” Dawkins said. 

“Living things, like wings or eyes, look like they were intelligently designed, but it is an illusion of 
design, that if it looks designed then it must have been designed.” 

Dawkins elaborated on two types of design — Paleo-Design, the ancient, natural selection of Darwin; 
and Neo-Design, the design of engineers, where people design things, such as bridges and functional 
things — and how humans can intelligently design the future, which natural selection cannot. 

We must take back “Morals”, a word the religious have hijacked. “Let us intelligently design our   
ethics for the future. It’s silly to base our ethics on the Bible,” he said, and cited numerous examples. 
Not only should we not get our morals from religion, we get our morals from the time we live in. We 
are 21st century moralists, far stronger than the 19th century, where a moralist would be racist, 
among other things. This was in many ways moral for a person of that time, but not for us now. 

Dawkins, on a resounding statement and rebounding applause, ended as he began, stating simply 
but emphatically: “Let us intelligently design our society and our morals.” 
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Over 1,200 people attended the sold out Gala Dinner, and if they 

could have comfortably fit more tables there would no doubt have been 
even more people enjoying the evening of comedy, song, festivities and 
camaraderie. MC of the evening Simon Taylor brought the funny with 
him to start it all off, Australian-style. Having put blue index cards on all 
the tables, the crowd now knew why they were there as he asked for us 
to submit slogans to counter the many clever religious slogans. And the 
atheists didn’t disappoint. OK, maybe they weren’t very creative, but 
they didn’t disappoint, usually referencing body parts, functions and 
positions best left to religious interpretation — or atheist mocking. 

First up was Mr Deity, fresh off his Immigration detention and still in 
possession of his DVDs and providing a godly sense of humour. Of course, Mr 
Deity ranted against all our atheist power and decided to come out with 
three books to counter the new atheists. The books, to be published by 
Divine Providence Ltd., are Don’t Be a Richard, The End of Harris, and 
Hitch is Not. I’m sure they will be best-sellers, if only for the covers! 

Next up was up-and-coming, Australian singer-songwriter Shelley 
Segal, currently on a worldwide tour and back in her hometown from 
Washington, D.C. for the GAC (and afterwards leaving for Florida, south 
of D.C. — what timing!). Segal performed several of her popular atheist 
songs from her newly-released CD, “An Atheist Album”. Having a copy 
of the CD for several weeks prior, I was very familiar with her songs, 
guitar playing, and message, and I must say she impressed me even 
more performing live, giving more nuance and flavour on stage than 
comes across on the CD, and I have a greater appreciation for her and 
her work since listening to her and talking with her afterwards. As her 
career develops, she intends to become more involved in the actual  
production process as well to give that “stage presence” presence on 
her CDs. Look for it. Well worth the money. 

Side note: Segal was joined on stage by her Jewish father, an        
accomplished violinist, who “100 percent” supports his daughter in her 
career and views, and still loves her even though she’s an atheist. 

Comedian Tom Ballard was up next, and apparently was a very funny 
guy from what I could tell, but this American couldn’t get through his 
(to me) Australian accent for the most part. I’m usually good at that, 
but, hey, extremely loud Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd from years’ gone 
by take their toll. Or it could’ve been he was swallowing the             
microphone. But what I could make out, and which had everyone 
laughing and nodding in agreement, while various imbibed liquids 
squirted out their noses, was why atheism and comedy are so           
intertwined — primarily because atheists and comedians both look for 
bullshit. “Politics gives religion a run for the money,” he said, “but when 
it comes to bullshit, religion wins Olympic gold every time.” 

Catherine Deveny, perhaps the most “passionate member of the A 
Team,” ended the evening’s entertainment. Noting that “atheists are 
not arrogant, we’re smug, and the only ones more smug are the      
religious,” she did an alphabet routine A-Z on atheism. Some examples: 
E is for Evolution: “My 9-year-old son said if we evolved from apes, why 
are there still creationists?” J is for Jesus, and she read the story of how 
he cursed the fig tree when it didn’t have figs for him, even though figs 
were out of season: “So, Jesus not only hates fags, he hates figs.” For 
the rest of her atheist alphabet — some good, some eh, some great — 
you’ll have to YouTube, or, as many of us at the tables were doing, 
make up your own — also some good, some eh, some great, just not 
on film. 

From Top: Simon Taylor, Mr Deity, Shelley Segal, Danny Segal, Tom Ballard, Catherine Deveny 
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Eugenie Scott started right on time. Damn, I say again, we 

atheists are punctual, although some in attendance were bleary
-eyed this morning, having drunk their share of sacrificial wine 
the night before. As co-MC Lawrence Leung said introducing 
Scott, he drank so much to reason that he didn’t think he’d 
raise up for three days. But just like Moses, he went up a 
mountain and found some tablets. 

But back to Scott, who is Executive Director for the U.S.     
National Center for Science and Reason and who spoke on 
“Reason & Creationism”, which was interesting for the fact that 
there was no reason involved at all in the subject matter, which 
was creationism, but which she nonetheless created sense for 
the audience in pointing out how creationists reason creationism. 
She noted there were two kinds of “special creationism”, where 
God has created everything in its present form: Young Earth 
Creationists, those who insist the planet and all on it past and 
present date back only 6,000 years; and Old Earth Creationists, 
who accept a fair amount of science but insist God had done 
things all along; and she added Intelligent Design (remember, 
we have to take that back from the religious) people don’t fall 
in either category as their claims are “just plain stupid.” 

Scott has a dry sense of humour similar to PZ Myers, who 
spoke later, and a background just as grounded in science and 
the ability to also translate it to the masses. It would be        
fascinating to see the two present back-to-back, or, better yet, 
tag team a topic to topple t(h)eocracy.  

Next up was Tanya Smith, president of Atheist Alliance       
International, whose presentation was "How Do We Change the 
World?" Tanya spoke about AAI and its mission. She highlighted 
the assistance AAI has given to the Kasese Humanist School in 
Uganda and how well it is proceeding. 

AAI affiliates, of which the AFA is the largest, as well as individual 
members can sponsor a child’s or children’s school fees or make 
general donations for building projects and equipment.  

After Tanya was Annie Laurie Gaylor, co-president of Freedom 
From Religion Foundation, presenting “Imagine No Religion: 
Nothing Fails Like Prayer”, detailing FFRF’s campaigns to get 
the message out that, indeed, nothing fails like prayer and 
atheists live amongst believers. “There was a time when prayer 
ruled the world,” Gaylor said, “and that was the Middle Ages.”  

One of the campaigns is the Billboard project, where dozens 
of billboards sport various atheists with a short sentence on 
how they became atheists, how they live moral lives, how     
religion is for dupes. One billboard had to be moved several 
times due to local protests, proximity to religious houses, and          
vandalism. You can go to their website and create a virtual   
billboard with your own photo. 

Gaylor also spoke on the convert program against the Catholic 
Church, including a full-page ad in The New York Times with 
the large headline “It’s Time to Quit the Catholic Church”, which 
was censored by the paper and changed to “It’s Time to      
Consider Quitting the Catholic Church”. Censored, yes, but with 
the greatest end line tossed in that wasn’t changed: “It’s time 
leave the church en masse.” 

From Top: Eugenie Scott, Tanya Smith,      

Annie Laurie Gaylor 
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Sam Harris was up next, scheduled to speak 
on “The Illusion of Free Will” but, today, he said 
he wanted to talk about death, “which may be 
more depressing than having no free will.”     
Reality of death, he said, is essential to religion. 

“Atheists are the only group that acknowledges 
death as death,” Harris said. “Death is death. 
There’s nothing to worry about, to fear, that we 
return to the nothingness of what was before 
we were born. 

“To not believe in God is to know that it is up 
to us to make the world a better place.” 

What does atheism offer? As a mere disbelief 
in God it doesn’t, but it’s a necessary corrective. 
What fills the world is science and philosophy, 
of having better communication. But the problem, 
Harris said, is people believe ridiculous ideas for 
emotional reasons but what they’re really afraid 
of is death. “When tragedy happens, people 
want to make some sense of it, and religion  
provides an answer they need. The scientists and journalists who attack us are really attacking us for 
not allowing grief. Believing that someone is in a better place is soothing. 

“When we think about what is lost when we jettison religion, the thing that gets lost is total loss in 
the face of death. It’s not the loss of holidays.” 

Unlike the religious, Harris continued, we atheists have more reason to make the most of life. The    
reality of life is always now, and consciousness is everything. So whatever consciousness is, how can 
we have fulfilling lives? There are ways of energising life as sacred, not religious, of living life. 

“If there’s an antidote to the fear of death that is compatible with reason, we alone among humanity 
have realised that religion is not the way. It’s up to us to build a bridge to answer this.” 

   And now a brief pause for the premiere of the film Parrot, a 30-minute 
coming-out story of an atheist son and his Catholic parents coming to terms 
with the death of another (atheist) son and their new relationship.  

   Produced and directed by Emma McKenna and Craig Foster from Myrtle 
Street Pictures. Parrot is sponsored and partly funded by the Atheist      
Foundation of Australia.   

   Well worth watching. 

   www.ParrotShortFilm.com 

   Up next was Jason Ball, President of the Freethought Student Alliance, 
who spoke on his own atheist coming out, as the only kid (exchange       
student) in a Kansas class who didn’t think the world was 6,000 years old. 

“I was pretty sure I read this world was much older,” he said, to the amused audience. Being in the 
U.S. Bible Belt, he had to read up these matters on his own, and upon       
returning to Australia he started an atheist group on the campus of          
Melbourne University to get like-minded students together, like the 16       
religious groups on campus did. About 300 students joined! 

One of the gripes against atheist groups is non-involvement, so they did a 
lot of social events. The Chalk of Reason Campaign gathered freethought 
quotes and chalked them on the walkways around the campus where there 
were religious and Bible quotes. “We had a lot of people thanking us for    
having done it so they could read these things that made sense,” Ball said. 

Originally formed as the Freethought University Alliance at the 2010 Global    
Atheist Convention, the Freethought Student Alliance now has over 20 university 
atheist group affiliates throughout Australia, and changed its name to reflect that 
it is also reaching out to high school atheist groups, just recently having its 
first two groups affiliate with them. Excellent news, Jason. And perhaps the 
best segue to the last presenter of the 2012 Global Atheist Convention … 

Sam Harris 

Jason Ball 

Craig Foster  

Emma McKenna 
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… Atheist icon and pit bull PZ Myers. His topic: “Scientists, If You’re Not an Atheist, You’re Not Doing 
it Right”, which pretty much sums up the pit bull association. Unless, of course, you note the           
following: PZ did a Sam Harris this time around, changing his subject as well. “I was working on the 
topic, and it evolved!” PZ said. “Some days my militant atheism is ratcheted up to 10, and some days 
it’s 11. 

“My grand plan is for ‘An Assault on Heaven and Killing God’.” 

OK then. 

He starts: 

“You can kill men or sack a city, but ideas can change the world. And you can’t kill an idea. Ideas can 
change the world. 

“But you can kill an idea. History is littered with dead ideas. Christians struggled hard to kill some of 
them, and succeeded in some cases, failed in others. They know it’s hard, but they also know from 
experience that it can be done.  

“You can kill an idea, but the religious are afraid. And they’re afraid of atheists. A new book will be  
written, and it will be written by a goddamn atheist.  

“A grand idea that is better than the religious one will do that, and our idea has been incubating for 
several centuries, and that idea is science. Science has the power to change our identity. We are not 
confined to our own self but are now people of the world. We are close kin to everyone on the planet. 

“Science bridges differences.” 

What does it mean to be an atheist in the 21st century? PZ asked. “We are a diverse group with 
three values for all of us: truth, autonomy, and community.” (Edited version follows.) 

“Truth: If you are not dedicated to the truth, you are not a good atheist. The religious say they want 
the truth but all put God at the beginning of everything, not the facts of science. 

“Autonomy: For many years, atheists have been in the minority; I have talked with so many people 
who thought for so long that they were the only one in their community. But we’ve formed groups, 
found the Internet, and we get together. In the past, atheist meetings looked like a gathering of    
Mormon elders, but that’s changing (as the mix of GAC attendees proved once again). 

“Community: We’ve come together. Three weeks ago, we had a wonderful meeting in Washington 
D.C., the Reason Rally. 20,000 people gathered together in utterly miserable weather — it was cold, 
and it rained all day. I walked around in the crowds, and you know what? Everyone was smiling.     
Nobody was complaining (except for the 
cranky protesters on the fringe). They were 
all happy. The policemen monitoring the 
crowd were smiling. Goddamn, if I were the 
Grinch my heart would have grown three 
sizes that day. 

“I was also privileged to be backstage with 
all the speakers and celebrities and leaders 
of atheist organisations, and they were all 
jubilant, too. We were all damp and soggy 
— I remember watching Tim Minchin doing 
his set, barefoot on a stage puddled with 
water and strung with cables to Bad       
Religion’s amps and speakers, and thinking one good short and the atheist movement could be        
decapitated today — and every one of us had big goofy smiles on our faces. 

“And here we have 4,000 gathered. And we’re all happy. We are social creatures, and this is how we 
will get stronger. This willing cooperation is something we have to value. Not only is it who we are, but 
it’s how the good atheists of the 21st century will win in the end.” 

And then PZ told us a story: 

“We humans are different from other species in this regard. I have a favourite story from the           
primatologist Robert Sapolski to highlight this human attribute. We are not baboons. 

“When baboons hunt together they’d love to get as much meat as possible, but they’re not very good 
at it. The baboon is a much more successful hunter when he hunts by himself than when he hunts in a 
group because they screw up every time they’re in a group. Say three of them are running as fast as 
possible after a gazelle, and they’re gaining on it, and they’re deadly. But something goes on in one of 

               Tim Minchin’s feet at the Reason Rally      
                                                                 Photo by Mary Hosbrough 
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their minds — I’m anthropomorphising here — and he says to himself, ‘What am I doing here? I have 
no idea whatsoever, but I’m running as fast as possible, and this guy is running as fast as possible 
right  behind me, and we had one hell of a fight about three months ago. I don’t know why we’re  
running so fast right now, but I’d better just stop and slash him in the face before he gets me.’ The 
baboon suddenly stops and turns around, and they go rolling over each other and the gazelle is long 
gone because the baboons just become disinhibited. They get crazed around each other at every juncture. 

“I think that’s cool. That’s not us, we aren’t baboon-like at all. Even though baboons are really scary 
animals — they’re stronger than us, individually fiercer, and they have those savage huge fangs — 
they have this weakness, and we have this strength. We work together. 

“You know that in the childhood of our species, we were prey to the predators of the African      
continent. Alone, we were soft, weak, and tasty, and I’m sure the lions and leopards enjoyed a    
hominid snack. But together … I’m sure that when some ferocious big cat came upon a tribe of      
humans, together, and when they all turned 10 or 15 pairs of eyes on the predator and reached for 
stones and sharpened sticks, that cat felt fear and slunk away. Those eyes, those hunter’s eyes on the 
front of the face … when a group of us turn those eyes in cold calculation on any problem, when our 
hands work together, we are the most powerful force on the planet. 

“Yesterday I was listening to our Christian protesters outside, and I thought, ‘Huh. So that’s what 
you get when you give a sheep a microphone, amplified bleating.’ There they were, calling on every 
one to deny the richness of human experience and join the flock in the narrow boring confines of the 
sheep pen, so mindless they didn’t even realise they were calling to the wolves. 

“I have a different metaphor for us, my brothers and sisters in atheism. We are not sheep; there are 
no shepherds here. I look out from this stage and I see 4,000 pairs of hunter’s eyes, 4,000 hunter’s 
minds, 4,000 pairs of hunter’s hands. I see the primeval primate hunting band grown large and 
strong. I see us so confident in our strength that we laugh at our enemies. I see a people thinking 
and planning, fierce and focused, learning and building new tools to conquer new worlds. 

“You are not sheep. You, my brothers and sisters in atheism, are a fierce, coordinated hunting pack 
— men and women working together, and those other bastards have cause to fear us. So let’s do it: 
Let’s all work together, and make them tremble as we demolish the city of God.” 

Gotta love that PZ. 

PZ Myers 
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Sunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday AfternoonSunday Afternoon            

There were three official recognitions of 

Christopher Hitchens over the course of the 
convention: A kindred heartfelt remembrance 
in the GAC introduction by David Nicholls; by 
Geoffrey Robertson on Saturday, who noted 
that Hitch would have none of this adulation 
that he’s nonetheless getting; and the tribute 
to him on Sunday with Richard Dawkins and 
Lawrence Krauss speaking; along with many      
mentions of him by other speakers throughout 
the weekend as well. The best tribute to 
Hitch, however, wasn’t any deliberate speech 
in praise of him, but the final event of the convention.                                            

  On Sunday, the last event of the day, the stage was set to 
the exact furniture layout of the Four Horsemen’s original 
meeting in Christopher Hitchens’ apartment. Complete with 
wing chairs flanked by bookcases, the stage was the perfect 
setting and tribute to Hitch without a word needing said. 

Then onto the stage came Dawkins, Dennett and Harris, 
along with Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who would have been the Fifth 
Horse “person” at the original gathering had she not at,    
literally, the last minute been called away. 

Dawkins then spoke to the audience, saying that this was to 
be somewhat of a repeat, explaining the original Hirsi Ali   
situation. And off they went, on basically Q&A amongst   
themselves, a free-flowing conversation starting with Dennett 
asking Hirsi Ali how to support liberal Muslims, with Hirsi Ali 
noting as she said in her presentation with the Internet, 
which is used both to spread fear and encourage freedom for 
Muslims.  

Dawkins asked if Western culture was making excuses for Muslim actions in their countries because 
it’s their culture, and Hirsi Ali replied that the atrocities were being done to Whites then there would 
be an uproar and if Western society doesn’t do something then it is complicit in these actions. Harris 
stated that atheists should be equally against all religions, but at the same time we must be aware of 
where the dangers are at the moment. Dawkins added that there are limits to what we can be       
expected to do when one is reasonably assured your head will be cut off. Hirsi Ali understood that 
feeling, noting her neighbours in The Netherlands feared for their lives due to her living near them, 
and had a court order issued for her to leave her apartment for the safety of the other tenants.  

Next subject was Dawkins talking about unexpectedly insulting Catholics with his criticising the wafer 
at the Reason Rally, and he responded here saying that he respected the individual too much to think 
they’d believe this stuff. And it went to more topics: Evolution. Church and religious leaders.          
Vaccinations and medicine. Fanaticism and extremism and how to handle the end game. Optimising 
change. Martyrs and jihads. Secular conversions to radical religion. And perhaps the best method for 
getting Muslims to at least be secular: Nancy Drew novels. Seems Hirsi Ali said in her book Infidel that 
it was the Nancy Drew books that opened her mind so that she could view things differently. Dennett 
brought it up, saying that was his favourite part of the book, how Nancy Drew showed her the way. 
And on that, it was somewhat humorously agreed, perhaps more seriously than realised by all four, 
that perhaps the Nancy Drew series should be translated into Arabic, Pashto, Persian, Urdu and other 
languages spoken in Muslim countries and distributed throughout the Islamic world. What a fantastic 
way to open minds. 

Pause.  

Then laughter.  

As I said, suggested only somewhat humorously. 

And then we all went home. Or to after-parties. Mostly after-parties. 

Geoffrey Robertson 
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Left To Right: Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, Sam Harris, Ayaan Hirsi Ali 
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Post ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost ConventionPost Convention            

God — Mr Deity — didn’t want to leave Australia. He enjoyed it so much, and wanted to stay, but 

his plane ticket was not exchangeable. Which begs the question: Why does God need a plane to    
travel? (He said he gets that a lot.) And, of course, Immigration was still keeping an eye on him. 

Glove in hand. 

Shelley Segal’s brother is also an atheist and attended GAC, and she introduced him as we spoke at 
an after-party. And, their mother as well. Seems their mother, just before the GAC, declared she was 
an atheist, too. Segal says their mum’s conversion didn’t happen overnight, but over the course of a 
few years. A few days before the convention, her mother was having a conversation with someone, 
perhaps it was Shelley, that I don’t recall, and said (and I’m paraphrasing), “If believing that          
dinosaurs lived millions of years before people were even around makes me an atheist, then I guess 
I’m an atheist.” She also was able to secure a GAC ticket. Shelley and her brother, after exchanging 
that sibling look, agreed that their dad will come around to being an atheist as well … eventually. 

It occurred to several people that Lawrence Krauss may have meant Daffy Duck as the Masked 
Avenger and not Donald Duck as Duck Avenger/SuperDuck as the superhero he would want to be, 
when asked the impromptu (but planned) question by Pete, the Freethought Student Alliance         
interviewer. Could be a latent game of Duck Duck Goose? Hard to tell with Krauss. 

Dawkins, who wasn’t asked the superhero question out of sheer intimidation, was seen after the 
convention, with Pete the FSU interviewer nearby as well, so I grabbed the intimidated young man 
and politely said to Mr Dawkins this is the interviewer from the FSU, and he didn’t have a chance to 
ask you the last question he asked PZ and Krauss. And Pete asked Dawkins the question, to which 
Dawkins said he didn’t answer those kinds of questions. Well, Pete said to me as we left, he thought 
that might be the case, and we discussed such prior as well, but now he knows and won’t be left   
wondering about the question never asked. 

  Co-MC Lawrence Leung had a contest going for the best tweet of the convention, to be  announced 
at the end. It was a tie, perhaps in the most atheistic of ways:  

  “Daniel Dennett on stage with the Four Horsemen wearing sandals and socks, a major fashion   
misstatement.”  

  And:  

  “Daniel Dennett on stage with the Four Horsemen wearing sandals and socks makes it cool.” 

  A deepity? 

  You decide. 
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Take A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A BowTake A Bow            

The Atheist Foundation of Australia would like to thank all our  
wonderful supporters, dedicated committee members and volunteers  

for their generosity before, during and after the 2012 GAC. 

A collection of the many supporters, committee and volunteers take to the stage 

David Nicholls calls the ‘troops’ to the stage 
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 Photos by Rocco Ancora, Tanya Wilson, Luzio Grossi, Michelle Newton-Greene 
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Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance Freethought Student Alliance             
By Olivia Lesslar By Olivia Lesslar By Olivia Lesslar    

   

The Freethought Student Alliance started life as the Freethought University Alliance, inaugurated at 

the first Global Atheist Convention in 2010. The alliance was conceived as an overarching body to help 
herd Atheist, Humanist and Rationalist university cats all over Australia. The impetus for this alliance 
was the need to address a number of issues: other than Facebook, there was no other way for groups 
on campuses around Australia to communicate, share ideas and facilitate state or nation-wide      
campaigns; groups all over Australia were being headed up by students who couldn’t tap into a    
common resource and were thus reinventing the wheel; and we are part of an exciting movement 
that needed a larger presence.  

Since 2010 we have helped set up new campus groups, and we now have 23 groups affiliated with 
us. We have held state-wide networking events between student leaders. We have coordinated     
campus speaking tours for the likes of Kylie Sturgess, Simon Taylor and Fiona Patten, and we now 
have a comprehensive Speaker Portfolio online on our website for both new and old campus groups to 
use. This year we have mailed out Orientation Week packs to about 20 campus groups.  

In 2012, not only did FSA president Jason Ball take to the same stage as Richard Dawkins and Sam 
Harris to share the story of FSA and the new generation of Atheists in Australia; we also held the first 
Student Leadership Conference. We flew out Debbie Goddard from Center For Inquiry (CFI) On    
Campus to talk about CFI’s 20-year experience promoting activism on campus; we hosted Chris    
Stedman of Harvard Humanist Chaplaincy and welcomed Lyz Liddell via Skype. Over 100 students 
from more than 18 different universities were in attendance. The event also welcomed some inspiring 
global atheist leaders as special guests: Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett, Lawrence Krauss, PZ Myers, 
Kylie Sturgess and Lawrence Leung, who lent their support to the event by offering their time to   
mingle with the students over lunch. Needless to say, it was such a thrill to have them there!  

Debbie Goddard offered us a unique glimpse into her personal journey in becoming CFI’s campus              
outreach coordinator. In this role, she helps connect CFI resources to campus affiliates around the 
world and provides volunteer and leadership training opportunities to the next generation of student 
activists. Debbie is also the director of African Americans for Humanism, a program of the Council for 
Secular Humanism. Debbie’s first experience with organised freethought was in 2000, when she      
travelled to Amherst, New York, for a Center for Inquiry Student Leadership Conference. Inspired by 
the experience, she began attending freethought, humanist, atheist, and sceptic  group meetings in 
the greater Philadelphia region, including in New York City, New Jersey, and central Pennsylvania. She 
also started a CFI-affiliated campus group at her college. Debbie’s inspiring story goes to show that 
grassroots movements by student leaders can lead to great things if there is enough support and    
enthusiasm.  

Guests at the Freethought Student Alliance Conference                                                            
                                                                                                         Photo courtesy of FSA 
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Chris Stedman is the Interfaith and Community Service Fellow for the Humanist Chaplaincy at     
Harvard University and the Managing Director of State of Formation, a new initiative at the Journal of 
Inter-Religious Dialogue. Chris is the founder and author of the blog NonProphet Status and a       
panellist for The Washington Post On Faith. He is a secular humanist working to foster positive and 
productive dialogue between faith communities and the non-religious. Chris shared with us the need 
for understanding, patience and humanity in our drive for rationalism and in the promotion of science 
and atheism in our community. 

Lyz Liddell is the Director of Campus Organizing for the Secular Student Alliance, coordinating the 
campus organising team to deliver the SSA's services and resources to affiliate groups and individual 
students. She leads development of new resources and helps build relationships with other            
organisations to promote acceptance of secular students. She volunteers with her local off-campus 
organisation, the Humanist Community of Central Ohio, and is a member of the Challenge the 
Gap advisory board for Foundation Beyond Belief. Lyz joined us via Skype and gave a comprehensive 
workshop on how to lead, delegate and motivate a student group. 

The conference would not have been quite the success it was had it not been for the support of very 
generous sponsors. Peter FitzSimons, noted sports journalist, biographer and author of such books as 
Kokoda and Tobruk, committed a yearly rolling donation to the FSA to be disbursed as student grants 
over the next few years. In honour of Mr FitzSimon’s support, which came with the biggest of hearts 
at a time when we needed it most, the FSA has launched the “Peter FitzSimons Student Support 
Scheme”. Through this grants initiative we were able to help with travel and couch surfing             
arrangements for interstate student to attend both the Student Leadership Conference and the GAC. 

We were also fortunate enough to gain the support of an app company run by atheist and humanist 
enthusiast Nelson Lau. Nelson’s company WakiApps recently launched a new music sharing and      
networking app called Grapevine. Not only does WakiApps offer this app free to every student who 
attended the Student Leadership Conference, but WakiApps also bore the printing and incidental costs 
for the event too.  

Of course, the conference would not have come to fruition at all had it not been for the encouragement 
and support of the Atheist Foundation of Australia. They not only sponsored the conference — from the 
wonderful food and drink to the venue and audio-visual hire, as well as donating 15 free passes to the 
GAC — but have promised significant ongoing financial support to the FSA over the next three years.   

We enjoy the patronage of the Rationalist Society of Australia, Council of Australian Humanist       
Societies (CAHS) and Australian Skeptics. 

To all our wonderful sponsors and student members: THANK YOU. We intend to make the next    
Student Leadership Conference bigger and better, with a truly Australian focus to help promote      
atheism, rationalism, science, humanism and scepticism on campuses across Australia. 

Freethought Student Alliance Leaders                                                 
                                                                                                                                                     Photo courtesy of FSA 
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Gala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner WrapGala Dinner Wrap------------UpUpUpUpUpUpUpUpUpUpUpUp            
By Anna Yeung By Anna Yeung By Anna Yeung    

GAC Dinner ManagerGAC Dinner ManagerGAC Dinner Manager   

The Gala Dinner was held as an extra event during the recent convention, and I foolishly put up my 

hand to create a seating chart for over 1,200 people, which also meant catering for some very special 
dietary requirements. The food was amazing, and all of it was sourced locally (with the exception of 
the barramundi) and managed to keep the vegetarian/vegans happy. Needing to satisfy the 1,200 
palates that attended the dinner is no easy feat, and kudos to the MCEC staff for handling all the    
various dietary requests. However, I could not fulfil the request for the person who required “babies 
only” and Johnny Walker Black.  

Luckily, I discovered a handy software program that keeps dietary requirements and group requests 
organised; I love you, Perfect TablePlan. 

MCd by the multi-talented Simon Taylor, the night kicked off with Mr Deity himself. Turns out even 
the Almighty is affected by technical difficulties when his PowerPoint display refused to work. Shelley 
Segal sang two songs from her recently released CD, “An Atheist Album”, as well as a new            
composition, and had a few people dancing in the aisles. In between performers, people migrated up 
towards the head tables, in the hope of getting a chance to say hello to their favourite speaker. This 
created a bit of a traffic jam and effectively trapped me in my seat — a small price to pay for sitting 
directly behind Richard Dawkins, Ayaan Hirsi Ali, and Daniel Dennett. I spent most of the              
performances working up the nerve to ask for a photo, as Sam Harris had taken Ayaan Hirsi Ali’s spot. 
Of course, as soon as I was about to make my move when Tom Ballard finished up his set and Sam 
noticed that dessert was being served and moved back to his side of the table! Foiled by mini        
desserts! Damn their deliciousness! 

As the last entertainer, Catherine Deveny did a great job of also calling on atheists to do more. But 
as soon as she finished, the great migration started up again, and I moved out of the way just in 
time.  

As the night wound down, the MCEC staff needed us to move out, and I had to escort A.C. Grayling 
and his mob out the door. Not that I was all that fussed about hanging off of the arm of the          
philosophical equivalent of Albus Dumbledore. To my great relief, the dinner was a success and all 
who attended had a good time. It certainly wasn't an event to be missed! Thank you to all the people 
who bought dinner tickets, because of you, we were able to donate $5000 to Médecins Sans Frontières!  

Saturday Night Gala Dinner 
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Reasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably RecoveredReasonably Recovered            
By Leigh Raymond By Leigh Raymond By Leigh Raymond    
GAC Media LiaisonGAC Media LiaisonGAC Media Liaison   

Richard Dawkins needs more ice. He wants a slice of lime in his water. I can only find lemons. 

There are lemons everywhere, but they’re orange and blue and have Celebration of Reason written 
on them. I think to myself that this is terrifically clever and wonder if Anna organised it1.  

Sam Harris is wandering around and I want to talk to him; but too late I become aware that I am 
only able to communicate by means of a series of over-sized fridge magnets arranged in a particular 
way. I get his attention, only to realise that there is no fridge handy, and the magnets don’t appear 
to make sense no matter which order I juggle them in. I retreat, devastated, and continue the vague 
but pressing search for limes. 

Daniel Dennett wanders past in socks and sandals laughing heartily, winks at me and tells me that 
I am “ruthless”. There is no ice. There are no limes. I’ve lost all but two of my fridge magnets. They 
don’t make sense. None of this makes sense.  

If this dream that I had a full four weeks after the final hooting and hilarity of the long-drawn-out 
2012 GAC after-party is anything to go by, it will be a while before the event loses its crushing grip 
on my fragile eggshell mind. If you ask me now what I enjoyed most about the convention I will 
probably frown at you for about a minute while my bewildered brain struggles to dredge up a single 

Daniel Dennett talks with the media 
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coherent memory, then ask you what the question was again. The road to recovery is long.  

A more interesting question, and one that might even yield an answer, is “what did you learn from 
the convention?” Becoming the last and latest addition to the 2012 Global Atheist Convention       
committee in August last year set me on a learning curve so steep my ears popped. Watching footage 
of the amazing press interviews that took place behind the scenes, it was a relief to confirm that it 
wasn’t immediately obvious that I’d spent nervous moments Googling “how to run a press conference” 
in between keeping up with an unending flood of e-mails in the lead-up to the convention. Truthfully, 
over the last six months I have exchanged more e-mails than in the last ten years put together — 
thousands upon thousands of torturously threaded communications, discussions, and occasional    
arguments. Before I get too blown away by the sheer volume of words exchanged, I cheerfully admit 
that my puny record would be completely dwarfed by others on the committee! Spread out all over 
Australia but somehow working together, the GAC team tackled decisions small and large, unravelled 
and smoothed knotty obstacles, and bit by bit assembled “A Celebration of Reason”. 

After such a long build-up, it was quite surreal when the 2012 Global Atheist Convention actually 
arrived. Meeting your intellectual idols is a strange and thrilling experience. Having spent hours      
reading their books in the relative anonymity of my pyjamas in no way prepared me for the bizarre 
and slightly uncomfortable reality of being one of the people who had to tell the speakers what to do, 
and where they were supposed to be at any particular moment. The challenge of communicating 
while simultaneously trying to ignore and attend to a host of voices invading one ear made for some 
odd moments, but ultimately the general spirit of good cheer and genuine pleasure at being involved 
in such an enterprise was overwhelming. 

In addition to the speakers, I met, shook hands with, and generally just spent some time hanging 
out with the most profound exhaustion I have experienced since that one time I didn’t sleep for four 
days in Hong Kong when I was in my early twenties. And yet, looking at the photos of the committee 
once it was all over you can’t help but notice a kind of ecstatic energy and excitement keeping us all 
upright. There is a profound connection that develops between people who have been through great 
journeys together, and my heart warms looking at the smiling faces of twelve individuals lit up with an 
exhilaration born mostly of disbelief at the gigantic scale of the gathering that had just taken place, 
and a kind of relieved pride that none of it had gone spectacularly awry.  

I confess that I didn’t see much of the actual convention. On the rare occasions that I made it into 
the plenary, the presentations reached my glazed eyes but utterly failed to engage my distracted 
mind. I was, however, sitting in the audience for the Closing Panel, which was absolutely the perfect 
place to be for a sublime moment that twelve people will remember forever. The lights came up, the 
set looked stunning, and even Daniel Dennett’s comfortable footwear seemed to add a certain je ne 
sais quoi to the whole effect. I sat there feeling incredulous and stunned that this was even          
happening, when Grant’s2 uncharacteristically hushed voice came through the earpiece:  

“We’re making history.” 

If you’d happened to be sitting near a black-shirted individual at that moment, you might just have 
seen the glimmer of a tear in their eye. 

Look what we did, you crazy bastards.  

We made history.  

For the record, Richard Dawkins demanded neither ice nor limes during the convention. Daniel   
Dennett did tell me I was ruthless though. But that’s another story.   

1 

   The origami flowers were made by Anna Yeung 
our fellow GAC Committee Member. 

  Being a bit of a creative genius it was no   
wonder Leigh thought (in her dream) that Anna 
had painted the lemons! 

 2 
  Grant Ettrick is the GAC Production Manager. 
He spends the whole Convention in a room up 
above the balcony making everything look, 
sound and work brilliantly.   

Editor 
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By Lachlan McKenzieBy Lachlan McKenzieBy Lachlan McKenzie   

VolunteerVolunteerVolunteer   
 

“We just sat around and talked about not believing in god” was my prepared one-liner for people 

who asked me about the 2012 Global Atheist Convention.  

If they could detect the sarcasm, glaring though it was, I gave them my real one-liner: “We talked 
about life’s big questions from the standpoint of atheism.” 

I was part of the team of about thirty volunteers who, despite getting about four hours sleep after 
the Gala Dinner, worked tirelessly throughout the weekend. Waking up early was a small price to pay 
for getting to stand next to Sam Harris for an hour while he signed books; or asking A.C. Grayling 
whether he wanted a glass of water; or just flirting with Catherine Deveny.  

I’m still trying to figure out exactly what happened at the convention. Our topics of conversation  
whilst munching on those gourmet delicacies in the foyer ranged from ethics, to secularism, to      
pretending to understand Lawrence Krauss, to biology, to church abuses, to elbowing each other out 
of the way as we clamoured towards Sam Harris.  

I think Sam Harris might have just set the world record for the largest collective “mindgasm” during 
his hypnosis session. But this was an example of why this convention was so helpful: new ideas.    
Harris makes us think about meditation and neurology in accessible and understandable ways,     
Dennett shows us how to argue congenially, Hitchens showed us how to argue convincingly.  

I’m glad that I wasn’t the only volunteer to try to sneak into see every single speaker. We had to 
negotiate with (trick) each other over who would get to see whom.  

There was a buzz among the crowd. The cohort has evolved from the 2010 convention. No longer 
the sole domain of 30-something bearded white males wearing an ironic Darwin-themed T-shirt and 
cargo pants. Sure, those guys were still there, and all power to them, but we also had a Buddhist 
monk (ex-monk perhaps?), young and old, students, parents and kids, and plenty of women.  

Atheists seem to have grown tired of trying to convince fundamentalists and are now getting on with 
the serious task of articulating their views in the confidence that reason will prevail. This is a great 
step in my opinion.  

Many of us realise that public debates are about convincing the audience, not the opponent. You 
don’t have to convince Cardinal Pell that we’re not descended from bonobos, you just have to       
convince the person sitting on the fence.  

Too much of our time has been spent on Facebook comment threads arguing about deities and   
superstition. Sure, we’re still on Facebook, but today we are fighting misogynists and gender-
stereotype enthusiasts, theocrats, the anti-science movement, the heterosexual orthodoxy movement, 
and the fake medicine movement.  

The vested interests and social institutions fighting against us are more powerful, but the power of 
ideas is stronger.  

There are a lot of people out there who see the same social aberrations as us (wars, child abuse and 
rape, gendered roles in society, inequality in marriage, and females getting paid less than males for 
the same job), but they don’t see this as related in any way to religious institutions or the doctrine of 
faith. This is the task ahead.  

The question of whether god or gods exist is no trivial issue, for it drives people and ignites their 
deepest passions. But for most Australians, at least, this is a question they don’t think about very 
much.  

The 2012 Convention made us understand that by framing these social problems in the proper way, 
people will begin to realise the causes and not simply focus on the symptoms.  

Geoffrey Robertson, who dedicates his life’s work to bringing an end to crimes against humanity, 
excited us all with the idea of bringing the Pope to justice. The task is to dismantle the social and   
political structures that give individuals like Ratzinger amnesty for the most heinous crimes.  
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Richard Dawkins proved why he’s won so many government awards by explaining biology in terms 
the layperson could understand.  

It feels like every attendee personally knew Christopher Hitchens, but most were introduced to Hitch 
by watching him demolish Catholics in debates on YouTube.  

We will all miss his cheek in asking the interviewer when his new book would be mentioned, noting 
that it would be “available in fine bookstores everywhere.” What a guy.  

There was no crass or credulous religious fervour, just a deep humility and recognition of what 
Hitchens did for the cause of justice against tyrants, both real and imaginary.   
 

�� �� �� 

 

As the last stragglers ambled out of the Melbourne Convention Centre and the last trickles of       
sunlight crept away, the volunteers, committee members, organisers, and some of the speakers had 
an informal drink to discuss the convention. Despite the weekend of talks, there was still more to talk 
about.  

The scientists pestered Richard Dawkins about their favourite part of biology; everybody invented 
questions to ask Sam Harris; I chatted with Dan Barker about some former pastors I know who now 
read his books. A.C. Grayling would have attended, but he was swarmed by a mob of hungry atheists 
outside and never made it in, chatting for about three hours.  

Despite our disparate and sometimes rambling topics of conversation, we applauded the fact that 
religion and faith are getting more public scrutiny.   

Our vivacious spokesperson Jason Ball is getting on prime time television and, in a lesson for us all, 
still manages to maintain a smile despite some infinitely dense interviewers.  

Christian names are becoming given names on official documents. Parents are challenging            
state-funded theology in their children’s schools. Billboards are on buses and people are thinking 
about why the community is supposed to respect cardinals and priests and rabbis and mullahs.     
Census results are changing. 

But there are still Christian prayers in federal and state parliaments, chaplains in taxpayer-funded 
schools, religious companies and institutions getting tax breaks.  

We must, as Leslie Cannold passionately urged, “keep up the fight”.  

Volunteers at the registration desks 
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                                                   By Holly Warland By Holly Warland By Holly Warland    

  It finally came. After countdowns on various social networking sites,   
undoubtedly annoying many people, the 2012 Global Atheist Convention 
arrived in Melbourne. I flew down from Brisbane at the crack of dawn on 
the Friday jittery with excitement. After checking into the hotel, my  
brother and I headed over to the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition 
Centre wide-eyed and curious, scanning the floor for our academic      
heroes. We were momentarily distracted by the mountains of fabulous 

food and drink offered to the attendees, but I had an objective: register and get our magic Gold  
Passes. At the registration stalls I got hug attacked (the first of many similar attacks at the           
convention) by the Atheist Foundation of Australia Treasurer, Lee Holmes, with whom I’d been      
emailing in the weeks prior. After registering, my brother and I mingled with fellow attendees until we 
were ushered inside where the speeches and performances were starting. 

An introductory video featuring some of history’s greatest free thinkers began the night, and then   
David Nicholls addressed the crowd of over four thousand. The fabulous MCs were then introduced, 
Kylie Sturgess of podcast and scepticism fame, and Lawrence Leung, a comedian and “one of only a 
few Asians who can grow a beard”. Mikey Robins was the MC for the Comedy Night and he had the 
crowd laughing before announcing the first act — the internationally-acclaimed Ben Elton. Ben 
brought the house down with his fearlessness and dry wit. Next was Stella Young, a personal        
favourite of mine, who joked about not being able to get into heaven due to the fact that she’s in a     
wheelchair, and apparently there’s only a stairway. As a fellow wheelchair user, I was in tears of 
laughter listening to her stories about people asking if they can pray for her, something that regularly 
happens to me as well. Jim Jefferies was next, his analogy describing God as a terrible party guest 
who would demand that everyone acknowledge and talk to him was fantastic and was met with howls 
of laughter. As the night wrapped up and I returned to my hotel room, I had a permanent grin     
plastered across my face, excited for the next day of speakers and meeting new people. 

I had a taste of being breathlessly star struck on the Saturday morning as on my way to breakfast I 
passed Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett and A.C. Grayling. I felt dizzy for a few seconds and if they’d 
talked to or even looked at me I probably would have started hyperventilating.  

So after narrowly avoiding such embarrassment, my brother and I attended Peter Singer’s presentation 
where he discussed whether humans were becoming more or less violent. On to Leslie Cannold, who 
talked on an issue I’m very passionate about; religious teachings (aka indoctrination) in Australian 
State schools. She discussed the High Court Challenge being launched by Ron Williams, who is 
fighting for a truly secular education for his children and the Defence of Government Schools (DOGS) 
case of 1981. Next was Dan Barker, who has an interesting religious history. He served as a Christian 
preacher and musician for 19 years before becoming an atheist. He talked about the abundance of 
preachers and religious people who are questioning their faith but are too afraid of “coming out” as 
they feel their family and professional lives could be threatened. 

Following a break and a stretch, there was the  panel discussion on religion and politics with Fiona     
Patten, Dick Gross, Colleen Hartland, Marion Maddox, and the moderator Derek Guille. In a surprising 
turn of events, Marion, one of the two Christians on the panel, (Colleen Hartland being the other) was 
the most vocal about her desire to see Australia become a more secular country, with religion       
separated from schools and government. Fiona Patten is a great inspiration to me as she leads The 
Australian Sex Party, a political party that shares all my political and humanist views and values, so it 
was wonderful to see her in person. Then came the first of the famous “Four Horsemen”: Daniel     
Dennett. I was entranced by his speech. He was like a jolly, intelligent, funny atheist Santa Claus. His 
speech was titled “You Might Be An Atheist If …” and then went on to discuss the various states of 
denial people are in when it comes to accepting that they don’t really believe in a God or religion. It 
took me back to when I was doubting my belief, and how scared I was to admit to myself that I was 
no longer a believer. After Dennett’s presentation, it was time for lunch.  

Holly Warland 
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Earlier in the convention I’d sent out a Twitter message saying “Come and talk to the girl in the 
wheelchair with pink hair”, so I was often given quizzical looks as people slowly approached me. I met 
some people with amazing stories about how they left their religions and came to the convention just 
to find like-minded people with which to talk. It further cemented the fact that this convention helped 
not only people like me who wanted to see her heroes, but also those who feel alone and scared in 
their  families or communities due to their atheist views. 

After lunch, A.C. Grayling presented, and although I was distracted by his famously perfectly-styled 
hair, I thoroughly enjoyed his ideas regarding “What’s Next for Atheism?” Following Grayling was one 
of my favourite presenters, Lawrence Krauss, a world-famous cosmologist. He discussed how the   
universe could come from nothing, and the concept of “nothing” itself. He was so enthusiastic and  
natural with the crowd, and the fact that he was wearing casual Converse sneakers was just the  
cherry on top of a brilliant cake of a performance.  

After a short break it was Geoffrey Robertson who passionately campaigned for his case for bringing 
the Catholic Church to justice over the countless child sexual abuse instances over the years.  

Next at the podium was the inspirational Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who discussed the rights of women living in     
oppressive Islamic countries and expressed her frustration over liberated, free Western women      
voluntarily converting to Islam in what she described as “romantic primitivism”. Her presentation      
resonated with me and made me think about how fortunate I am to have been raised in a free society 
with no restrictions regarding who I can be or what I can do with my life. The last speaker of the day was 
the brilliant Richard Dawkins, someone who I’m in no doubt the audience was most excited to see. 

I then raced back to my hotel and got ready for the Gala Dinner that the Foundation had so       
generously given me two tickets to attend. I had such an amazing night seeing Simon Taylor, Mr   
Deity, Shelley Segal, Tom Ballard and Catherine Deveny perform, and meeting Stella Young! When 
the dinner came to an end, I headed to the pub next door, and against my better judgement, stayed 
out until 2:30am meeting and enthusiastically hugging countless new people. 

Sunday was the final day of the convention, and feeling a bit worse for wear I managed to catch     
Eugenie Scott’s talk on the blatant facts and evidence derived from fossils and land formations that         
creationists or proponents of intelligent design choose to ignore. I then regrettably missed Tanya 
Smith and Annie Laurie Gaylor, but was told that they were fantastic. However, regardless of how 
tired I was, I wasn’t going to miss the next speaker, Sam Harris. He discussed the idea of death and 
living in the moment, and then, like a Jedi, managed to get a crowd of four thousand atheists to    
meditate for fifteen minutes, feeling and concentrating on every occurrence and sensation in their 
body. I can imagine a lot of fellow tired partiers used this time to have a quick snooze. After a quick 
break, we were treated with the premiere of the atheist film Parrot, which was followed by a speech 
from Jason Ball, the president of the Freethought Student Alliance. It was inspiring to see someone 
my age making a difference. Next was the legendary PZ Myers, blogger extraordinaire. He compared 
atheists to hunters and addressed the genuine need for more involvement of women in the cause, 
which got a roaring response from all the women in the audience, myself included! 

The convention was now coming to an end and a video tribute to Christopher Hitchens was shown. 
I’d packed tissues, but I had no idea I’d need as many as I did. There was a sense of collective grief 
in the room over the loss of such a great man. Although we didn’t know him personally, he felt like an 
old friend we knew intimately from his emotionally evocative writings and appearances. After we’d 
composed ourselves, Richard Dawkins and Lawrence Krauss made personal tributes to Christopher. 

The final presentation was the three remaining horsemen: Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris, Daniel   
Dennett, and the new honorary horsewoman Ayaan Hirsi Ali. They discussed science education, the 
Wests intervention in and opinions regarding Islamic communities and women’s rights, and how to 
deal with sadness and grief without having a God in which to turn.  

The discussion ended with a roaring standing ovation, and as they graciously left the stage, I        
realised it was all over. I’d had such a great weekend that I hadn’t factored in that it would inevitably 
end. I’d never felt so comfortable and accepted for who I am, as there was an array of different looks, 
ages, ethnicities, styles, disabilities all being treated as equals. It really felt like a community. It was 
one of the best experiences of my life and as soon as the next one is announced, I’ll be starting my 
annoying FaceBook countdown!  
 

Holly’s YouTube blogs can be found at 

www.youtube.com/user/FearBlandness 
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Finally, a dream come true! Who would think that my atheism will take me to places? I did not 
mind the long plane ride to Australia and the expensive plane fare. Geez, I spent a fortune on this trip 
plus a backache in sitting in an economy class seat for more than 24 hours! But everything was worth 
it. I got to meet fellow heathens, activists and people who want to make a difference in the name of 
atheism and humanism. 

  My journey to the GAC started in Sydney, Australia. I had a few days of sightseeing: the Blue       
Mountains, the Sydney Harbour Bridge, the lovely Opera House, Taronga Zoo, and the tallest building, 
the Sydney Tower. It was impressive at night with dinner at the revolving restaurant. 

Then to Melbourne, a quiet city with solemn backgrounds and humble people. It was quite boring for 
me as a New Yorker (I am originally from the Philippines). I did not expect it to be cold like New York 
City. I have to trick my husband to buy me a pair of Ugg boots just to make it to the streets. Oh boy, 
it was fall in Melbourne but spring in NYC. I learned my lesson the hard way — Brrrr! Anyway, my 
husband left me in Melbourne since he does not want to be associated with my atheism. 

My very first Global Atheist Convention started on a Friday, 13 April, meeting new faces at the      
registration booth. I did not even realise it was a Friday the 13th! Bad luck according to Philippine  
superstition! “A Celebration of Reason”, the theme of the convention was very appropriate. It turned 
out to be a joyful and fun night with atheists who are proud wearing their atheism on their sleeves — 
so did I. I wore my PATAS (Philippine Atheists and Agnostics Society) shirt. The comedy night was a riot, 
and I like Stella Young the most. She is truly a comedian atheist with a flair for sarcasm and candour. 

The next day was full of impressive lectures from Dan Barker — our PATAS main speaker at the very first  
atheist convention in South-East Asia in Manila, Philippines — to Daniel Dennett, Lawrence Krauss, Richard  
Dawkins, Sam Harris and Ayaan Hirsi Ali, who replaced Christopher Hitchens in the Four Horsemen. I have 
not seen an array of such intelligent and knowledgeable atheists in my life. Indeed, it was awesome to be 
part of the 4,000 attendees in the Global Atheist Convention in 2012. The Gala Dinner was full of fun and  
surprises and a lot of laughter. I could not believe being with my fellow heathens could be fun. It just   
debunked the belief that atheists are always angry and sad. Mr Deity was an all-round comedian and an 
expert in most religions; a person to be reckoned with — even as a deity! 

I got emotional for a while during the tribute to Christopher Hitchens. He was my hero also, and one 
of the reasons why I want to attend the GAC. Unfortunately, he died before the GAC. I would have 
asked him to go to the Philippines for our next convention. Sigh! I was really sad not meeting him 
while he was alive. His book God Is Not Great made me a militant atheist. 

The Three Horsemen Panel with Ayaan Hirsi Ali was an eye opener that atheism is still a minority opinion 
in the world population. It conveyed to me that we have a lot of work to do and how difficult it is to be an 
open atheist in some countries. In the Philippines, it is said that atheists are only one percent of the      
population of 93 million. This sent me shivers that atheist Filipinos like me are indeed insignificant. 

I also had fun taking pictures of the religious fundamentalists outside the convention area with their          
placards like “Hell” and “God loves you”.  Which god? I do not know: must be Horus or Zeus! 

The array of food was amazing, with seafood galore and international cuisine. I eat anything as long 
as it does not move, so it was not a problem for me. The staff were ebullient and answered my   
questions without ado. The whole affair was pretty organised despite the four thousand attendees. 
Kudos to the GAC organisers! 

My objective in going to the GAC was to represent PATAS (www.patas.co) and to raise international        
awareness of atheism, which is growing in leaps and bounds even in the Philippines. PATAS, as a 
fledgling society, needs collaboration from other countries. We are affiliated with AAI, ISHV and IHEU 
and other international movements. PATAS is proud to have organised the very first atheist           
convention in South-East Asia, which was held in Manila, Philippines. I met a Melbourne based Filipino 
atheist at the GAC who promised to be  active in PATAS and it was an honour to have met a fellow 
atheist from my native country. It was a pleasant surprise, indeed!  
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The HSS had been in existence as a registered 

society only since October 2010, and this was its 
first “expedition” abroad. As we had missed  
earlier opportunities to participate in similar  
conventions in the United States and Europe, 
the relatively short distance persuaded us to 
make the eight-hour trip. Fearing the worst, 
some of us also wanted to catch “Hitch” in     
action. Regrettably, this was not to be.  

We arrived a day before the official start of the 
convention and caught a couple of fringe events. 
After Chris Stedman’s talk on “How an atheist 
found common ground with the  religious”, Mark 
Kwan, the society’s president, engaged Stedman 
and Debbie Goddard in a discussion on interfaith 
panels and the development of Humanism in 
Singapore. “It was heartening to connect with 
someone who understood the challenges of  
advocating secular humanism in Singapore, which 
some described as an apathetic populace ruled 
by an authoritarian government. We also met 
Debbie from the Center of Inquiry based in the 
United States, who was interested in the Youth 
wing we were planning to establish, and promised 
to give her insights on that initiative,” said Kwan. 

“Stedman summed up his talk by highlighting 
how questions on how the world began are less      
interesting than questions on what we can do, 
since we are here now. This is a refreshing   
departure from the polarising atheist-theist   
dichotomy,” said Liyan Chen. “He gave some 
interesting reasons for participation in interfaith 
work, such as correcting prevailing misconceptions 
of atheism and increasing the social acceptance 

 

of atheists. Despite Singapore being a              
constitutionally secular country, ‘freethinker’ is the 
label of choice for non-believers and professing to 
be an atheist would raise eyebrows.”  

Later at St. Paul’s, Peter Singer and Brendan 
Purcell discussed “The role of reason in faith 
and unbelief.” During the question and answer 
session, Sophia Yap challenged Purcell on the 
nature of prayer and an interventionist God.    
Purcell responded matter-of-factly that God does 
not intervene or suspend the laws of nature, 
and prayer was for grace and fortitude. Over a 
week later, we walked past St. Paul’s late in the 
night. On the back of its shut doors were     
posters for regular events. “Tuesdays are for 
healing prayers,” said Say-liang Lim, who enjoys 
the occasional religious blooper.  

Nothing deflates the self-importance of religion 
like humour. Fittingly, there was laughter aplenty 
on opening night. As Daniel Dennett said, 
“nothing should be exempt from laughter”.   
Alvin Phua, though, thought the comedy could 
have been better rationed: “It would have been 
great if the comedians didn’t just perform on  
the opening day. The comedy routines could     
punctuate the heavy-going talks — some early 
in the morning. It would certainly have helped 
to shake off the late nights several of us had!” 

Over the next couple of days, the speakers 
gave us hope that we could actually achieve   
something substantial, even as a young organisation. 
Peter Singer reminded us that the atheist        
community, as a whole, is making good progress, 
and reason has a large part to play. A.C. Grayling 
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From the auditorium, to the foyer, to the banks of the Yarra River, ten members  

of the Humanist Society (Singapore) (HSS) celebrated reason at GAC 2012.   

Members of the Humanist Society of Singapore 
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emphasised the need to talk about how atheists 
live ethical lives without belief in the supernatural. 
We don’t talk about this enough. Leslie Cannold 
highlighted the separation of church and state 
and the need to prevent the vocal, religious 
voices from drowning out differing viewpoints. 
This recurring theme was one of the reasons why 
we started the HSS. In 2009, a Christian group 
tried to hijack a local women’s organisation 
(AWARE) because they did not agree with the way 
it conducted sex education in schools. Through    
protesting against the insidious manner in which 
religion crept into the secular space, Singaporean 
non-believers recognised the need to come      
together to protect secular space. 

Tanya Smith from Atheist Alliance International 
spoke about the support it has been giving to       
non-believers in countries such as Pakistan. This 
resonated strongly with us and reminded us of the 
dire situation non-believers in our neighbouring 
countries are in. A group of Malaysian atheists 
who had made the trip to Singapore for our     
Darwin Day celebrations had told us that some 
members of their group faced threats of          
imprisonment for declaring that they were          
non-believers. Some were even stalked over    
comments made on a community Facebook page. 

Richard Dawkins’ talk on reclaiming the term 
“intelligent design” led James Wong to muse on       
sociology and communication: “Perhaps it is    
because I live and grew up in Singapore, where 
we have a wildly varying command of the English 
language coupled with multiple languages and 
cultures, I am keenly aware that people of      
different groups assign very different meanings to 
words. I think it is  reasonable to presume that 
between rational atheists, humanists and those 
who believe in gods and the supernatural, we can 
find many occasions where we use the same 
words but mean very different things. Perhaps we 
need to do something more subtle than just     
raking over the same old arguments, perhaps we 
really should also be trying to figure out what 
they mean (in our terms) when they use a word 
and approach the conversation from that angle.”  

Despite the atheist superstars on show, some of us 
found the time outside the auditorium the most   
enriching. “I really enjoyed being able to meet other 
like-minded people. At the convention, one could 
easily walk up to anyone and chat about the talks, a 
particular book, politics or Darwin’s natural selection. 
Coming from Singapore, I did not have many      
opportunities to connect with other atheists or to feel 
that I was part of a larger community,” said Yap.  

The more the merrier, thought Phua: “Since 
getting atheists together is like herding cats, it 
would have been nice if the event organisers 
could have facilitated gatherings or given         

attendees some local information on where they 
could hang out. Those who attended the event 
were very friendly. Some came alone, some from 
afar. Cats are curious creatures. It would have 
been great to have gotten  together with others.” 

We did not expect the religious protests as 
religious intolerance is much more subtle in Singapore. 
Tourists to a surprise sideshow, we whipped out 
our cameras and struck poses with a homemade 
Flying Spaghetti Monster next to the irate     
protesters. “I was quite excited after seeing 
some of them on the first night. It reminded us 
of what we are up against, irrationality and blind 
faith, and this gave me a first-hand experience 
of what it was like to try to convince a die-hard 
person of faith,” said Yap. Fundamentalists, 
Christian followed by Islamic, foretold doom and 
preached repentance while atheists gave as 
good as they got, with arguments, jeers and 
slogans: “ZZ Top! ZZ Top! ZZ Top!” It was all in 
good fun — on the part of the atheists. The 
tragedy of the matter became apparent on the 
convention’s last day. Standing next to a stroller, 
brandishing a lonely placard, a young woman  
protested with her three children, who could not 
have been older than eight. Not yet capable of 
sophistry, they handed out creationist flyers.  

While getting much-needed shots of caffeine 
during the tea-breaks, we networked with groups 
such as the Hong Kong Atheists and the Humanist 
Society of Victoria. We also met passionate    
individuals who were doing their part, in some 
small way, to change things: a father who spoke 
up against religious education in his son’s school; 
an atheist from Washington, George, who set up 
an “Ask an Atheist” booth in a public square to 
change the perception of how his community 
viewed non-believers; a student, who was doing 
her best to support new free-thought organisations 
on campuses across Australia; and in stark    
contrast to the angry Muslim protesters chanting 
bigoted words of hate, an unassuming elderly 
woman singing warmly in an atheist choir.   

I used to feel embarrassed about admitting my 
atheism, sheepish even, as though it was much 
ado about nothing. Why bother at all? I thought. 
All these people at the convention are testament 
that that is nonsense. They are similar to my 
friends and me. We are all limited by work    
and family commitments. We are all independent
-minded individuals who often disagree. Yet we 
are all bound by the conviction that we need to     
protect the secular space, to form communities  
for non-believers, to change the prejudicial           
perceptions of atheists,” said Denise Liu, “More 
than ever, there is no good reason to be ashamed 
and plenty to be vocal about my atheism.” 
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About a year ago I won a student grant in a writing competition run by the 

Atheist Foundation of Australia (AFA) to attend the 2012 Global Atheist     
Convention. At the time I was mainly excited that I was going to see the   
people whom I admired most in the world. These included Richard Dawkins 
the evolutionary biologist, Christopher Hitchens the prolific writer, orator and 
investigative journalist, Sam Harris the cool-headed neuroscientist, Daniel 
Dennett the philosopher in free-will and consciousness, Lawrence Krauss the physicist, cosmologist and 
author of a recent book that detailed how a universe could arise from nothing, Ayaan Hirsi Ali the           
ex-Muslim fugitive and critic of Islam who is permanently flanked by bodyguards for her own safety, and 
various others. 

Unfortunately, Hitchens lost his battle with oesophageal cancer on the day my year twelve results were 
released, and I was more emotionally affected by his death than a few cold numbers flickering on a     
computer screen. The Australian Tertiary Admission Rank was something trivial, with minimal bearing on 
the future. Hitchens, on the other hand, was someone deeply stirring and important. One of the great 
writers, orators and freethinkers of the century, he awed with his ability to swiftly deal with the uninformed 
— an action that was deemed the “Hitch-slap”. An extraordinary, irreplaceable figure, the polemicist was 
honoured at the convention in a rousing tribute. Despite Hitch’s death and my disappointment, the most 
important thing for me going in to the Convention was still the line-up of speakers. It was only until well 
after all the talks, individual photo opportunities, brief conversations with the presenters, and the new  
relationships with atheists from around the world, that its true essence began to dawn on me. 

The theme of this year’s convention was “A Celebration of Reason” and it hints at a more important idea. 
It is one in which atheism is simply the starting point of a grander path with far-reaching consequences. 

To this day, there hasn’t been a clear consensus about the specific applications of atheism. The divisive 
effects of religion have been well-documented and to be free from these harms would clearly be a step 
forward. Beyond this, atheism appears ill-equipped to deal with the more fundamental questions of how 
society should act — for after all, how can it? It is simply a statement, albeit reasonable, of the irrationality 
of belief. In the words of the AFA, atheism is “the acceptance that there is no credible scientific or factually 
reliable evidence for the existence of a god, gods or the supernatural”. This may upset fellow freethinkers 
but it is true — atheism is the start, not the end. The pertinent question that should be answered after the 
debates, speeches, books and conventions is: what is the role of atheism in modern society?  

The answer lies within the roots of what sparked atheism in the first place. Regardless of which atheist 
you speak to, a common passion is the truth. The source of this overwhelming desire to learn the truth 
comes from the basic human instinct of curiosity. Every freethinker respects perceptible proof and shuns 
spurious speculation. This contemporary view of reality, and the process by which it is uncovered, is     
remarkably powerful. The universe is unfathomably immense and there are many things we do not 
know. At the core of atheism is the Socratic acceptance of one’s own ignorance, and the subsequent 
attempt to learn about reality in the way that makes the most sense. That is the place and contribution 
of atheism in today’s world — it is not atheism itself, but the way of thinking behind it. 

There are few things in the world today that exude overwhelming optimism. Some of them include people like 
astrophysicist and space activist Neil de Grasse Tyson, futurist inventor Ray Kurzweil, “rock-star” physicist   
Brian Cox and all-round linguistic legend Stephen Fry. They also include achievements such as the Large    
Hadron Collider particle accelerator, the Hubble Telescope, TED Talks and the Internet. Unfortunately, the 
forces of ignorance, creationism, alternative medicine and Justin Bieber often drown them out. The only 
way to combat these dangers that threaten our civilisation, and propel ourselves forward into the    
future, is to employ the underpinnings of atheism: curiosity, a respect for evidence and an utter     
disregard for nonsense. The takeaway message from the convention was of the power of such an  
approach, and the potential it has to improve humanity. As the Christian and Muslim protesters      
outside the convention reminded us as they damned us to the fires of hell, a few hundred years ago 
we would have all been burnt at the stake for being atheists, let alone be permitted to hold a         
convention. Now that’s progress. I wonder how we achieved it. 

 

 

This is an edited version and was originally published in Farrago, the University of Melbourne student   
magazine, Edition Four 2012. Matt’s full article is on his blog at matthewminas.wordpress.com     

Atheism: A Cause for SomeAtheism: A Cause for SomeAtheism: A Cause for Some   OptimismOptimismOptimism   
By Matthew MinasBy Matthew MinasBy Matthew Minas   
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Free WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree WillFree Will   
Sam HarrisSam HarrisSam Harris   
$12.99 – Paperback / Free Press 

A belief in free will touches nearly everything that 
human beings value. It is difficult to think about 
law, politics, religion, public policy, intimate      
relationships, morality — as well as feelings of     
remorse or personal achievement — without first 
imagining that every person is the true source of 
his or her thoughts and actions. And yet the facts 
tell us that free will is an illusion. 
 
A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is A Universe From Nothing: Why There Is 
Something Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than NothingSomething Rather Than Nothing            
Lawrence KraussLawrence KraussLawrence Krauss            
$29.99 – Hardcover / Free Press 

A provocative account of the astounding new answers 
to the most basic philosophical questions: Where 
did the universe come from and how will it end? 
 
The Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of RealityThe Magic Of Reality            
Richard Dawkins and Dave McKeanRichard Dawkins and Dave McKeanRichard Dawkins and Dave McKean            
$39.95 – Hardcover / Random House 

What are things made of? 
What is the sun? 
Why do bad things happen? 
Throughout history people all over the world have 
invented stories to answer profound questions 
such as these.  
 
The Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A PurposeThe Good Atheist: Living A Purpose------------Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled Filled 
Life Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without GodLife Without God 
Dan BarkerDan BarkerDan Barker 
$22.99 – Paperback / Ulysses 

How Does an Atheist Respond to the Question, 
What Is the Purpose of Life? 
 
The God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God DelusionThe God Delusion   
Richard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard Dawkins   
$19.95 – Paperback / Black Swan 

The God Delusion caused a sensation when it was 
published in 2006. Within weeks it became the 
most hotly debated topic, with Dawkins himself 
branded as either saint or sinner for presenting 
his hard-hitting, impassioned rebuttal of religion 
of all types.  
 
 
 

The Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral LandscapeThe Moral Landscape   
Sam HarrisSam HarrisSam Harris   
$35.00 – Trade paperback / Bantam Press 

An explosive new book that calls for an end to 
religion's monopoly on morality and human values. 
 
Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      Godless: How An Evangelical Preacher      
Became One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading AtheistsBecame One Of America's Leading Atheists   
Dan BarkerDan BarkerDan Barker   
$22.99 – Paperback / Ulysses 

Conversions on the road to Damascus are for those 
who hear voices and fall prey to delusions and who 
would be better off seeking professional help.  
 
The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence The Greatest Show On Earth: The Evidence 
For EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor EvolutionFor Evolution            
Richard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard Dawkins            
$19.95 – Paperback / Black Swan 

The fiery science/religion debate continues as 
Dawkins takes on the Creationists.  
150 years ago the momentous findings in Charles 
Darwin’s controversial masterpiece, On the Origin 
of Species, shook the scientific and religious   
world to its core. Perhaps more astonishing, the        
creation-evolution debate sparked by his seminal 
work of 1859 continues unabated in the 21st century.  
 
The Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice GameThe Justice Game   
Geo9rey RobertsonGeo9rey RobertsonGeo9rey Robertson   
$19.95 – Paperback / Vintage 

Geoffrey Robertson was born in Australia, but 
came to London in 1970. He made his name as 
the fearless defender of Oz magazine at the     
celebrated trial and went on to engage in some of 
the most newsworthy cases in recent history.  
 
The Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of RachaelThe Book Of Rachael   
Leslie CannoldLeslie CannoldLeslie Cannold   
$19.95 – Paperback / Text Publishing 

What if the man you loved betrayed your brother? 
Two thousand years ago, while a young Jewish 
preacher from Nazareth was gathering followers 
among the people of Galilee, his sister swept 
floors and dreamed of learning to read. 
 

 

Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books Bestselling Books             
at theat theat theat theat theat theat theat theat theat theat theat the            
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Over the weekend of the 13-15 April, 2012, Readings Books Music and Film was delighted to be   

involved in the excitement of the Global Atheist Convention. 

During those 2.5 days five Readings staff worked selling books to keen participants of the                  
Convention. We were pleased to be able to offer a variety of stock that we considered would interest 
the attendees as well as providing the speakers’ own books. 

Over this Convention we sold more stock than the previous 2010 Convention. At the opening cocktail 
party the lethal combination of alcohol and new ideas meant that we sold out of some of our key titles, 
but on the Saturday morning we received extra books from the suppliers in order to fulfil the demand 
for Harris and Dawkins books, which were our best sellers. 

At all times the Atheist Convention community were kind to us booksellers, polite and actually lots of 
fun. Here was an audience ready to discuss evolution, Darwinism and huge conceptual concepts at the 
drop off a hat. The people were also willing to wait to be served because it gave them an opportunity 
to talk more with the person next to them. 

I could not tell you how many of the books sold were signed by the speakers except to reflect on the 
huge orderly queues that many of the people inspired. The queue for example for Dawkins was at least 
600 metres long. (Below right) 

The Convention attracted many interstate and international guests and it was a pleasure to be       
surrounded by accents from all over the world and T-shirts with fun slogans — for example: 

• God Is Not True 

• I Believe In Atheists 

• Science Is My Religion 

Holes in the market? 

Many people wanted books suitable for younger readers. With the exception of books by Dan Barker 
and Dawkins’ picture book there is not much around. 

Opportunities of this scale ensure the survival of independent book shops and for that we are very 
grateful. 

Christine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine GordonChristine Gordon            
Events CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents CoEvents Co------------ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator ordinator             
Readings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and FilmReadings Books, Music and Film            

Readings book stall       Photo - Michelle Newton-Greene Richard Dawkins’ book signing line 
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Protesting at the GAC 
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Feedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And FarFeedback From Near And Far            

 

I would like to thank the organizers of the atheist convention. I thought it was extremely well run 
and I enjoyed it all. The speakers were very good to excellent. The food was a pleasant surprise and 
there was plenty of it. The Friday night open bar was a great way to start the event. The venue was 
superb. And it all ran on schedule.  

Well done! and congratulations. You have made a great contribution to the cause. 

Rob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob BlackRob Black            
Moncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, CanadaMoncton, NB, Canada            
 

I'm a 50-year-old Emergency physician from California and planned my first vacation ever to       
coincide with GAC 2012. The idea was to see four of my intellectual heroes together and I planned my 
trip 6 months in advance. Unfortunately, Hitch didn't make it in person, but the power of his           
personality and the legacy of his beautiful mind reverberated throughout the halls of the auditorium 
every time his name was mentioned. I was lucky to be raised with an open mind and never required 
reprogramming to free thought, and because I have been a lifelong atheist it was the earlier writings 
by Dawkins, Dennett and Hitch that I fell in love with. The relatively recent championing of the atheist 
cause was just icing on an already magnificently layered cake and added my introduction to the     
insightful Harris. After buying DVDs of the previous atheist conventions, I knew I had to make a     
pilgrimage. What a joy to come to my biological mother's birthplace, see these and other intellectual 
luminaries, and enjoy the welcoming atmosphere of Melbourne. Being surrounded by 4,000 reasonable 
people was a first for me and was, I imagine, what going to church for the first time must be like for 
the faithful. There was a tremendous feeling of community and joy. I will treasure the memory.  

My thanks to the organisers of GAC 2012 for a job well done. 

Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.Dallas Smith, M.D.            
USAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSA            
 

We acquired our tickets in August of 2011 and planned the trip to Australia for 8 months. When    

buying the tickets both my Mum and I were excited to see the Four Horsemen were speaking and 
hoped that Christopher Hitchens would beat the odds and make the convention. When Hitchens lost 
his battle we were sad and disappointed that he would not be at the Convention. But as we looked at 
the speakers beyond the Horseman we realised that, while no one could replace Hitchens' voice, this 
was still going to be an amazing convention. However, I was a bit worried that we had built it up too 
much and that the actual convention would be a disappointment.  

Well, I needn’t have worried. From the registration to the closing, the GAC never disappointed. We 
expected Dennett, Dawkins and Harris to be excellent but were so impressed with the strength of the 
remaining speakers. On Saturday Dan Barker and Lawrence Krauss were outstanding. On Saturday 
night at the Gala Dinner we had a truly international table with folks from Tasmania, Melbourne,   
Canada and the USA. Great conversation. 

On Sunday Tanya Smith made us really think if we would have the courage to declare ourselves 
atheists if we were from a country where this might entail dangers to our lives and not just some 
heated intellectual debate. PZ Myers made us feel like foot soldiers in the struggle for the intellectual 
future of our world.  

And then Sunday afternoon we closed with the tribute to Hitchens and the Horsemen panel. We 
liked the video tribute but were really fascinated by listening to Lawrence Krauss give a very personal 
tribute to his friend. It must have been amazing being Hitch’s “Personal Physicist”.  

So, was it worth travelling 10,000 miles to attend the GAC?  We’re already considering 2014. 

Jim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen ChickosJim and Karen Chickos            
USAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSAUSA            
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 It was a great pleasure to be one of the co-hosts of GAC2012 with Kylie Sturgess — although I  prefer 
to call us “The Two Saddleboys of the Four Horsemen”. Kylie and I introduced the Celebration of Reason 
as a gathering not just to share ideas but also to engage godlessness with a spirit of fun: to “laugh and 
think”.  

There were many memorable moments for me: 

1. I met many of my heroes of science and freethought. Daniel Dennett confided in me that he gets 
some of his best ideas during his morning wash. When his wife complains that he’s in there for too long, 
he yells from the shower: “Honey, I’m working.” 

2. Although many people knew me from “Unbelievable” (my TV comedy series promoting scepticism), 
one guy insisted I was the Asian guy who won a TV cooking show: “C’mon, I have to have a photo with 
the Atheist Masterchef!” See, there is no god.  

3. Sam Harris conducted a brave meditation session for four thousand rational sceptics. Many           
contemplated the nature of consciousness. Others fell unconscious after their previous night “celebrating 
reason” together.    

4. Fundamentalist Christians on Saturday. Muslim protesters on Sunday. I’m sure the Amish would’ve 
been there too, but they didn’t get the email.  

5. Lawrence Krauss’ ability to talk about Nothing for an hour which was really quite Something.  

6. Lawrence Krauss’ tribute to Christopher Hitchens. A beautiful, moving speech by Hitch’s “personal 
physicist”. 

7. In the green room, Richard Dawkins lit up with giddy delight when he saw himself on a T-Shirt     
depicting the Four Horsemen crossing Abbey Road like the Beatles. Yep, he’s just a geek like all of us, 
just with more Twitter followers.   

8. Discovering that my pedantic gripe about ATHEIST often being spelt wrong is now immortalised as 
an internet meme (“I” before “E” except if there’s no god) on Reddit’s atheist forums. 

9. The fantastic catering at a non-religious convention: dumplings with pork! 

10.  The top work of the whole Committee. What an event! 

Lawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence LeungLawrence Leung            
MCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMC            
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The Global Atheist Convention was a once-in-a-lifetime event. To be able to hear in person some of 

the greatest minds of our time all under the one roof surrounded by thousands of happy fellow      
freethinkers was a pleasure and a privilege. It was a chance to be exposed to new ideas, to learn, to 
make connections, to expand the movement and its campaigns, to laugh, to remember, to raise 
awareness, to share reflections and to make new friends. One highlight was getting to meet so many 
internet friends in person. To put faces to names and share a big hug. ☺ 

I was especially impressed with the organising of the convention. A lot of hard work and time went in 
to the event and it could not have been better. A BIG thank you and congratulations to all on the   
organising committee and everyone else who volunteered. I was proud to be involved in such a      
successful and inspiring weekend.  

Shelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley SegalShelley Segal            
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The 2012 Global Atheist Convention — A Celebration of Reason was simply amazing. Kudos to the 

Atheist Foundation of Australia and the organising committee for putting together the largest atheist 
convention the world has ever seen in such a professional manner. The program was first class, with 
excellent talks, culminating in a moving tribute to Christopher Hitchens, and then the Closing Panel 
comprised of the three remaining ‘Horsemen’ — Dawkins, Dennett, Harris — and Ayaan Hirsi Ali (who 
would have been part of the original ‘Five’ Horsemen discussion a few years ago but for a schedule 
conflict). I listened to their discussion — marvelling at being in a room of around 4,000 atheists     
hearing some of our best. A special mention for Jason Ball — he talked about the Freethought Student 
Alliance, which supports explicitly non-religious groups in high schools and universities in Australia. I 
wish it had been around when I was at university! The buzz in the plenary and in the foyer during the 
breaks — the feel of thousands of atheists having a great time — was awesome. It was a unique,     
exhilarating experience. 

Tanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya SmithTanya Smith            
President President President President President President President President President President President President ––––––––––––            Atheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance InternationalAtheist Alliance International            
            

I believe future historians of the decline and fall of religion will come to see the 2012 GAC in       
Melbourne as a pivotal turning point. Helped by outstandingly efficient organisation behind the scenes, 
and a series of uniformly excellent talks, the Melbourne conference will be joined in our minds with 
the Reason Rally in Washington as the 'Atheist Spring' of 2012. The buzz of youthful, good-humoured 
optimism at both events has given our movement a momentum which will prove hard to resist. 

Richard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard DawkinsRichard Dawkins            
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 Thank you, again, for helping to put on a wonderful conference. Annie Laurie Gaylor and I are both 

so impressed with the passion, dedication, and professionalism of everyone involved. You have truly 
made the world a better place, in all the ways that matter. 

Dan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie GaylorDan Barker & Annie Laurie Gaylor            
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A great convention! I am really glad I came and having been through the past month I can truly      

appreciate the coordination and hard work that was invested by you and your team to pull this event 
off. Kudos! 

Dave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave SilvermanDave Silverman            
President President President President President President President President President President President President ––––––––––––            American AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican AtheistsAmerican Atheists            
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The joyous atmosphere of the GAC was a thrill. We've moved beyond the dreary business of       

refuting theism over and over, and are now setting our sights on showing the world how much good 
atheists do in the world.  Join the throng, everybody. There's good work to be done! 

Dan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan DennettDan Dennett            
PresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenterPresenter            
            

This was a convention where even the stars of the show wanted to be in the audience so they could check 

out how awesome it was. At one point during the event both Richard Dawkins and Ayaan Hirsi Ali asked if I 
could sneak them into the wings of the stage … and then they merrily hopped down to get the best 
seats — although they probably should have told someone else that they were going to do so.  

This was a convention where I saw friendly faces, dedication and community spirit everywhere. A 
show which entertained, had me in tears and made me proud to be a part of it at all, let alone hosting 
for the second time. This was an event that had 4,000 people meditating peacefully in unison and 
then on their feet cheering their heads off, within the same presentation. But most significantly for 
me, this was a convention run by people who are so professional and cool that they kept it running 
perfectly not once but twice — despite having two of the most famous atheists in the world pop out 
from behind the curtains, so they could enjoy it with the rest of us. 

Kylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie SturgessKylie Sturgess            
MCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMC            
            

It would be a massive failure of the Global Atheist Convention for a bunch of Atheist to gather over 
the course of a weekend and not have their mind changed on anything. I can say in full sincerity that 
my personal views on humanitarianism, communication and empathy all changed as a result of the 
convention. For the better, I think. Being able to grow both intellectually and emotionally is an       
exciting prospect for me, given that I spend most of my time writing jokes. Now if you would please 
excuse me, all this earnestness is getting in the way of me being hilarious. See you soon babes.   

Simon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon TaylorSimon Taylor            
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The response and reaction by people who did not go to the Atheist Convention astonished me. I 

had no idea so many people did not understand what atheists are or what the Atheist Convention 
was. And more fascinating what motivates them to think it was some kind of religion bashing rally. It 
was the most inspirational and intellectually heavy-going weekend I have ever spent. 

We had physicists, philosophers, theologians, international human rights lawyers, scientists,        
academics, intellectuals, writers, etc. discussing how we got here, who we are and how we can all get 
to the best possible place with the least amount of damage. We talked about public schools, sex, 
death, human rights violations, the cosmos, hypocrisy, thought crimes, offence, constitutional rights, 
feminism, the monarchy, points of law, compassion, discrimination, the politics of environmental    
science, psychology, feminism anthropology ... it is not how people could come to the conclusion that 
the Atheist Convention was some religion bashing rally that amazes me but more why people not 
there have a “vested interest” of wanting to think that. What's in it for them? 

"So (scoff) why did you spend a whole weekend talking about something you don't believe in?"  

The one thing that was never mentioned at the Global Atheist Convention was whether God exists. 
We're clear on that. What we did talk about was you. How we can make the world better for all of us. 
Through science, reason, truth and peace. For you. Because that's what atheists do. 

I loved riding in on my bicycle to the Convention drinks and being surrounded by 4,000 people     
discussing their favourite Big Bang Theory episode. That's probably a gross generalisation, I'm sure 
some of them were talking about Doctor Who. 

Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny Catherine Deveny             
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The End  
 

    David Nicholls and Lee Holmes leave the MCEC  
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